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1. General I -  . trod uc t ion .

In the wild, species of animals have a characteristic 

body size with lirsits which ar*^ rarely transgressed. As 

D'Arcy-Thompson (1942) notes: "We are accustomed to think of 

magnitude as a purely relative matter. We call a thing big 

or little with reference to what it is wont to be, aa when ire 

speak of ?. snail elephant or « large rat** Yet, absolute 

size is very important; all I^Arey Thompson's work .shows that 

it is not enough to measure the relative dimensions of organisms' 

for it is differences in absolute, and not relative, size 

which can explain much of the diversity in form observed between 

different species. The study of allometry, as developed by 

Huxley (1932), ha,'? shown *,h>.t differences in morphology used 

for the taxcnomic purpose of separating species a-.ay result 

sierely from changes of body size.

The genetic variability found within species is 

generally accepted as the Variability which through the agency

of natural selection ultimately produces divergent species. In 

the course of evolution many groups of animals and especially 

vertebrates show a mor--- or less steady increase of body size 

(Cope's Rule cited by Rensch, 1943). An understanding of the 

manner in which size is inherited is thwrefore fundnDiental to 

a. study of speciation. In aorne^ticateu species the replace-ierit 

of natural selection by artificial selection ha.? resulted in 

much larger intra-specific differences in sirr.e. An u:i(iernt-md- 

ing of size can therefore explain much livestock improvement 

In th« past and st the sme time provide techniques for making 

possible much greater improvements in the future. The 

tigation/



investigation of size inheritance is thus important both for 

fundamental thaory and for its practical application.

Individuals -in a population cannot usually be 

separated into distinct classes with different si^es: instead, 

variation is observed, to be continuous about a &ean value. 

Each individual is characterised by a measurement which, if 

the gradations of the measuring instrument are sufficiently 

fine, is potentially unique. Size has thus to be treated as 

a quantitative character subject to the laws of quantitative 

inheritance. It is therefore necessary to give a brief review 

of current theories of quantitative inheritance before 

proceeding to a consideration of our knowledge on size 

inheritance.
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2. Quantitative inheritance.

The fundamental problem in quantitative inheritance 

is to find the relative importance of the various causes of the 

ob»«rved variation, and the first broad division which can be 

made is into heredity and environment. Prior to the rediscovery 

of Mendel's ?;ork this initial tstep was impossible owing to the 

prevailing theory of blending inheritance. In terms of this 

theory Galton formulated "Laws of Iriherit*ncew ana illustrated 

these with observations on the aetrical characters of human 

populations. This work was continued by Pearson and his pupils 

and resulted, in the development of mathematical methods for the 

description of continuous variation which are still of great 

value. With the rediscovery of Mendel's *ork in 1900, there 

seemed at first to be no place for continuous variation in 

Mendelian inheritance. The success of the Mendelian scheme in 

explaining the Inheritance of qualitative characters, such as 

the coat colours of mammalE, caused the eclipse of the rival 

school of Biometry. There waa no doubting that inheritance 

was particulate and this fact had tc be reconciled with the 

continuous variation of some characters, such &s stature in Ban, 

which were undoubtedly inherited. In 1-/09 Johannsen published. 

his experiments carried out with pure lines of beans and 

showed that environmental agencies could cause continuous 

variation and that a distinction was necessary between phenotype 

and genotype. In the same year, Nilsson-Ehle ana East, working 

independently, showed that a large number of Mendelian factors 

each/



each with small effect but capable of acting cumulatively could

give rise to continuous genotyplc variability. This multiple 

factor hypothesis received increasing substantiation and in 

191B Fisher was able to show how even the human data collected 

by the Pearson school fitted in with this extension of Mendelian 

inheritance. The following decade saw the mathematical 

consequences of Mendelisai examined by Fisher, Haldane .and 

Fright, each using different methods for his investigation. 

The multiple factor hypothesis caia© to be generally accepted

and forms the basis of present-day theory.

In his 191B paper Fisher (1913) also attempted to

partition the genetic aad environmental sources of variation 

ana,carrying the analysis a step further,divided the genetic 

component into a portion due to the additive action of genes 

and a portion due to dominance. This partitioning of the

sources of variation is still a current problem in quantitative 

inheritance and the methods of analysis in use derive from 

those used in the first place by Fisher (1913) and Bright (1921). 

Fisher's approach has found its use in dealing with plant 

material and Fisher, Imraer and Tedin (1932) showed how second 

and third degree statistics might be utilised. These 

statistics, especially those of the third decree require 

large nuabers for their estimation and consequently are more 

useful for plants than animals. This method has been fully 

described by Mather (19^9) and further extended to allow for 

linkage in accordance with his Polygons Theory. For crosses 

oetween pure lines of plants it appears to be a valuable



method of analysis.

The sources of variation in animal material have 

been analysed by methods originally developed by fright (1921) 

using -his method of path coefficients. He was able to take 

into account the effects of assortative mating and thus his 

method could readily be applied to domestic animals. Lush 

and his pupils have adapted and extended ^right's methods in 

the course of a large volume of work on domestic animals. 

Particular attention has been given to the determination of 

"heritabilities" or the fraction of the total variance which 

can be attributed to the additive effects of genes. Following 

detailed statements by Fright (summarised 1942) on the evolution 

ary consequences of Mendelian inheritance and natural 

selection, Lush and his pupils have examined breeds and herds 

of farm animals as populations subject to artificial selection 

for economic characters, and have Drought to light the 

influence which breed structure and different methods cf 

selection can have in the improvement of livestock. Apart from 

its economic value the work of Lush's school has a fundamental 

scientific value. The analysis of hereditary variation into 

its component parts is still a very real problem.. The extent 

of variation caused by the dominance <;.nd epistatic interaction 

of genes are in general completely unknown and the measurement 

of these factors is a complex problem awsiting solution.

Two outstanding experiments in which a very full 

analysis/
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analysis of the variability of a character has Deen attempted 

are those of Mather (19^9) arid Chapman (1946). Mather employed 

second and third order statistics to analyse the sources of 

variation in ear conformation found in a cross betwen two 

varieties of oarley. He found that the variation due to 

dominance was important but that epistasis was negligible. 

Chapman, working with the response of rats to injections of 

gonadotrophins, used the differences between the correlations 

of different relations to separate maternal effects and 

variance due to dominance and epistasis. In his random-bred 

population he found that additive genetic variance could account

for practically all the genetic variance present. This result
' 

has been confirmed by selection experiments (Kyle and Chapman,

194-8)- Both Mather's and Chapman 1 3 experiments were, of 

necessity, carried out on a very large scale anu. it is unlikely 

that many experiments on either plan will be possible in the 

future with laboratory animals, while with larger animals such 

an undertaking would be completely impracticable.

Full use, hov?ever, does not appear to nave been made 

of the opportunities offered by laboratory animals for the study 

of quantitative inheritance. The rather anouialjus result of 

fact is that relatively more is known about the inheritance of 

quantitative characters in doaestlc animals than in laboratory 

animals. Since laboratory animals are so much oetter kno^n in 

other respects, this deficiency requires rectification if only 

to prevent lack of knowledge in one field hindering progress in 

other/
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other fields. It will, therefore, toe convenient to review

the literature on the inheritance of body sise first of all 

for laboratory animals and then for domestic animals, mention 

ing work on the inheritance of other characters where this is 

relevant.
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3. Review of literature on size inheritance.

a) The inheritance of body size in laboratory animals.

The raultifactorial hypothesis of the inheritance of 

quantitative characters although first based on results with 

plant material was rapidly substantiated by experiments on 

animals. The quantitative character chosen for study was 

usually a linear measurement or body weight. In general the 

experiments consisted in crossing two breeds o'~ varieties 

differing as widely as possible in the character selected for 

study to produce an Intermediate Fj. generation. An F2 genera 

tion was raised and an attempt made to demonstrate greater 

phenotypic variability in it than in the FI generation. Further,, 

the underlying genotypic variability ?cas shown by selecting

animals from various parts of the F2 distribution and mating 

them inter se or making backcrosses tc one parent. In order to 

trace the developments from this perioa of experimentation 

onwards, it is convenient to raake an artificial division ana to 

treat the important laboratory animals separately.

£§&£

In spite of their popularity as laboratory animals,

rats have been little used in the study of size inheritance 

probaoly curing to the lack of very divergent strains. Classical 

inoreedin^ experiments by King (1918) studied the effect of 

Inbreeding on various characters in albino rats and found no 

decline in size but the inconstancy of the environment in ihese

experiments prevents the complete acceptance of ling's results 

at/
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at their face value. The heterosis in size found on outcrossing 

King's rats as for instance in Livesay's (1930) experiments, 

also suggests that inbreeding depression was not absent in Kirv'e 

experiments but merely concealed by an improving environment 

since it is generally accepted that heterosis and inbreeding 

depression are merely different a-.nifestations of the same 

phenomenon. 

Rabbits

Rabbits appear to have been the favourite material 

for early experiments on size-inheritance. Use of breeds 

differing in size were made by Castle (1909), MacDowell (1914)» 

Punnett: and. Bailey (1913), Kcpec (19^4), Pease (1923) and

Robb (1929)   The most important work emerging from these earlier 

experiments were studies by Castle and others on the differences 

in growth rate which produced adult size differentiation.

Castle and Gregory (1929) were able to demonstrate that 

differences in the size of large and small races of raboits were 

due to a greater rate of cell division in the former and could 

be detected in the inorula stage. This difference was taken to

the biochemical level by Gregory and Goss (1933) who found 

differences in the glutathione concentration in these large and 

small races at birth. Castle 1 s work led him to question the 

nuclear control of size and to suggest cytoplasmic control. 

This suggestion was short-lived in the face of acoumiliting 

evidence for the multiple factor hypothesis of genie control. 

An allied view put forward previously by Castle (1914) that 

siz,e genes were mostly general in their effects, affecting 

parts/
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parts of the body, was also strongly challenged. Sumrier (1923) 

from measurements of various species of Peroinyscus held that the 

majority of differences in size> were due to size factors 

affecting only localisea parts of the body. Wright (1932) was 

able to show that a compromise between these two extreme views 

was indicated by Castle's data. 

The Guinea Pig

Castle was also responsible for the initiation of 

work on size inheritance in guinea pigs. Detlefson (1914) re 

ported on one species cross of guinea pigs and Castle (1916) on 

another species cross. The most important development with 

this animal was started in 1906 by the J.S. Bureau of Animal 

Industry. Twenty-three lines of guinea pigs were set up and 

each was continued by brother-sister mating. Of these twenty- 

three original line.3 five survived to be reportea on by Wright 

in 1922. Subseuuently a large volume cf work has been published 

by Wright and hie collaborators, notably Eaton and Haines. The 

quantitative characters such as growth rate, fertility etc. have 

been examined and described in great detail both for inbred 

lines and for crosses between them. These experiments were 

more important than indicated by their intrinsic value, because 

the statistical methods especially developed by Wright for tiie 

analysis of these results nave found use in much wider fields 

of experimentation. In particular, the method of path 

coefficients developed by Wright clarified much confusion

between correlation and causation. 

Mice/
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Mice

The earliest work on the inheritance of boay size in 

mice after the rediscovery of Mendel* s work was carried out by 

Sumner (1910) using a stock of non-inbred albino mice. He 

investigated the effects of two different environments, hot and 

cold temperatures, on various measurements of size ana found 

that the cold temperature produced mice with shorter tails and 

feet. Furthermore, when these modified mice were returned to 

the hot environment they produced offspring also with shorter 

tails and feet, though the difference was smaller. Sumner, 

unlike some of his contemporaries, diu not immediately regard 

the reappearance of such modifications in the next generation 

as proof of the inheritance of acquired characters, but as 

merely important asternal effects. This work was criticised on 

the grounds that the heterogeneous stock used, by Suainer might 

have been subject to selection, an objection which Suaner was 

able tc ans^r by pointiru out the high intensity of selection 

which would have been necessary to produce the differences which 

he observed. Sumner's experiments would seem to deserve 

repetition using modern experimental design, since persistent 

maternal effects constitute possible factors causing variation 

in quantitative characters.

Sumner must also be credited with the first deter 

mination of the heritability of a character in the houi-.« mouse. 

In 1915 (Sumner, 1915) he presented data to show a significant
i

correlation of O.U between parent and offspring for the ratio 

of tail length to body length calling this correlation a 

"Coefficient of heredity" in Pearson's nomenclature. After
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these experiments Simmer took up the problem of speciation in 

Peroinyscus, and, although his studies were quantitative they 

provide little evidence with any direct bearing on the problem of 

size inheritance.

Green (1931 et seq.) studied in detail a cross oetween 

Little's inbred dba Mus musculus and wild. Mus bactrianus. The 

birth weight of the FI generation in reciprocal crosses seemed 

to be almost independent of the maternal constitution - an 

observation which was in agreement with the results of Vetulani 

(1930). Baekcrosses were also made to each parent, and where 

this parent was Mus muaculus. segregation occurred for the colour 

genes, .§_, b_ and d_, but there did not seem to be any association 

of birth weight with any colour gene. Green (1931) also 

investigated the inheritance of adult size as Kieasured by weight 

at 180 days, and obtained the results expected for a multifactor- 

lal character. But in the backcross to the musculus parent he 

obtained, a significant association between brorn and greater 

body weight. Subsequent work (Castle, G&tes, Reed and Law, 1936), 

(Feldman, 1935), made it appear probable that the greater size 

was due to a physiological action of the brown gene. The effects 

of colour genes on size will be reviewed in a later section.

(Section VII).

Occasional differences in reciprocal hybrids occurred

in the experiments mentioned above, and have been variously 

interpreted as being due to 'maternal effects', cytoplasmic

inheritance, or sex-linked genes. Grftneberg (194.3) protests 

against/
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against these additional postulates to explain differences in 

one sex only, and one can but concur, although where both sexes 

are affected genuine 'maternal effects 1 must be allowed as an 

explanation. Nevertheless, differences in one sex may be marked 

(Marshal: 1936) and clearly not due to chance.

Goodale (193<3, 1941) describee* a selection experiment 

for oody size of Mus musculua which is of great importance, 

With a stock of commercial albinos he was able to increase 

body size by 70% in twenty-eight generations of selection us in*;: 

a form of progeny testing, despite the fact that the whole stock 

derived from only sixteen foundation animals. The rate of progress 

showed no signs of diminishing, a most surprising result in 

vie*? of the results of other selection experiments. But, more 

important than these results was the demonstration of a valuable 

method for tackling a problem of Quantitative inheritance. The 

apparent motivation for this experiment is better stated by 

Goodale (1937) in connection with another selection experiment. 

Having obtained a recessive gene for head spotting in the house 

mouse, Goodale set up two stocks containing this gene in a 

homozygous condition. One stock was bred at random ?>hile the 

other was selected for large sized head spots starting with only 

five foundation animals. All the three possible crosses were 

made between the selected, the unseledted and an inbred stock. 

These showed that the inbred stock did not carry modifiers

increasing head tpotting and yet in a quite small F2 of the 

cross selected by inbred the parental extremes were recovered. 

Since all the genes for a large size of spot w<=>re present, in

the/



the fire foundation animals (apart from favourable mutations in 

the intervening generations), Goodale was led to suggest that 

"in the foundation aninals, a series of alternating but sometimes 

 tftggered plus and minus (or zero) genee were located in one 

pair (possibly more) of chromosomes and that the minus genes 

almost balanced the plus genes, thus giving rise to the limited 

areas described." The fact that the size of the spot increases 

under the pressure of selection is referred to the accumulation 

of cross-over classes containing more plus than minus genes, 

Goodale quotes in support of this view experiments by Payne with 

Drosophila, who, starting with a brother-sister mating, was able 

to increase the number of scutellar bristles far beyond the 

limits expected from the low initial variability. The ccnseqjen<- 

ces of such a system with a large number of plus and minus genes 

each with small effect have been elaborated by Mathsr (1941) in 

his "Poly&ene Theory".

Thus, Goodals's rasults with selection for large body 

size would lead to a similar conclusion in the absence of other 

explanations. The continued progress in this experiment, 

however, at once invalidates any conclusions on the number of 

genes involved, as arrived at by Goccale (1933) by consideration 

of the range of weight attained. Any such estimate of the 

number of genes* based on so many assumptions and measured by a 

statistic with such a large standard error as that of the range

can have little value. i

MacArthur/
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MacAtthur (1944) has reported in icuch rtore detail 

upon another selection experiment, again on body size in the 

house iriou.32. Starting from crosses of six. inbred strains, 

selection was mad* for both large and small body ;?ise. In 

twenty-six generation?, no llir.it was reached in selecting for 

small size, but the rate of progress in the large line became 

very low. This experiment was intended to throw light on the 

problem of whether size genes acted additively or geometrically, 

and, from the early progress in this experiment MacArthur found 

evidence for a geometric action of size genes which was in 

accord with his earlier work on tomatoes (MacArthur and Batler, 

193^). During his mouse experiment MacArthur (194-4) was able to 

study changes correlated with changes in sise, in particular 

changes in the alloasetry of the body (MacArthur and Chiasson,

1945). By various methods the herilability of body weight tit 

66 days was estimated to be about 25% In the oarliest generations 

decreasing to about 10£ at the end. This decline in heritability 

is a finding common to mont selection experiments (though not to 

Goodale's) ana yet it receives no special mention. The possible 

causes of this decline are not jiscussed although of such obvious 

importance. Both Goodale and HacArthur express the belief that 

it should be possible by selection in the laboratory to produce 

mice as large as rats but a declining response to selection

would prevent the achievement of this goal. The c&usea of a 

diminishing response to selection claarly. require elucidation. 

b) The inhr-ritanco of body ai?o in faris animals. 

The/
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The results of the large amount of analytical work 

done by Lush and his followers in determining the heritability 

of various characters in farm animals have been collected by 

Phillips (19^-7). No attempt at a critical review was Triad e 

despite large differences between the values obtained by different 

workers for the s.trae character* Tne reason for this omission 

is not far to seek. In a large number of cases, authors have 

not given the fiducial limits of their estimates or presented 

their results in sufficient aetaii to allow calculation of 

these limits. ?'here the estimate of heritability has oeen 

based upon a correlation or regression coefficient this omission 

is inexcusable, further, estimates of heritability are present 

ed without explicit statement that they are based on insignificant 

regression coefficients, e.g. Stonaker and Lush (1942).

There are, of course, notable exceptions to this 

general criticism and several authors have made valuable 

contributions to the understanding of size inheritance in farm 

animals. Studies by Hazel and co-workers (Baker et al., 19A3) 

on the importance of heredity and environment in the growth of 

pigs are particularly illuminating. From an analysis of 

variance they were able to separate components of variance due 

to three sources: the heredity of the individual, the environment 

peculiar to the individual and the environment common to litter- 

mates. The relative importance 01 heredity (the variation due 

to this source &x a fraction of the total) increased from 6% 

at birth to 15$ at worming and to 25% at 168 days. Accompanying 

this change there was a steauy decline in the relatire importance 

of/
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of the environment common to litter-mutec vhile the environment 

peculiar to inctivickial.'s showed an initial decrease followed by
*

an incraa.sa, Analysis of the correlations between growth rates 

at different ages into ^anetic and ^nvironmentil components 

'showed that although the genetic component of varis <ce was low, 

the genetic correlation way hi?,h indicating that the growth rate 

at different ages <va;5 due in large measure to genes with 

persistent eJVeets. On the other hand environmental correlations 

were low, thu^ leaving little rcora for possible ^ireistent 

Maternal effects.

Substantially the s-nas trends wer^ obtained by 

Hordskog et al.(i9u*) -*ho, however, found that heredity ciici not 

have any effect until after weaning. A more interesting 

confirmation of the trend, of estimates of heritability with age 

was given by Krider et al. (1946). In this e:,cperiinent eatiraates 

obtained f~om the resemblance between relatives ^ere combined 

with estimates from the rerwltr: of four generations of selection 

for slow and rapid growth, and the agreement was :"ound to be 

good. The differences between the r.lor'ly and rapidly growing 

lines were however very erratic from generation to generation 

and the first generation cf selection, in particular, produced 

a large difference between the lines . Another selection 

experiment with pigs, this time for efficiency cf gain, has bee 

reported by Dicfcerson find Grin.es (19^7). The t*o lir^s 

separated sharply in the first generation of selection and four 

Bore kenaratlGnt« of selection produced no mere divergence, 

Nevertheless/
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s, the results from selection are found to 

reasonably with the exportation from the resemblance between 

progeny ana parents within lines. P&rt of the lack of progress

is attributed to a negative genetic correlation between the 

lactation of females and ^conorny of giia (Dickorson, 19 V7), any 

improvement in a pig 1 s iiihorent economy of gain inherited from 

it;s nother being cancelled by hor poorer lactation. Such 

aituatlc, is might '.locooat Tor sora* of tha difforen?^ in estimate? 

of heritability obtained by various methods.

Poultry are the most favourable fara animals i'or the 

study of quantitative inheritance. The large number of progeny

obtainable from a single raatin^ and the absence of iisportfxnt 

maternal effects simplify breeding ex.periic«rnts. Despite these 

advantages much effort in this fivdd has been ill-directed, the 

notable exception being tho *?ork of Lerner c.ac?. his collaboratcrs 

w,ic have mads full use of the methods employed by Lush. 

Lerner 1 a book "Population Geret.icp and Animal. laaprcvecieiit" gives 

&, full account of the manner in which Lunh'n methods may be 

used and at the same time points out po^nible scurcee of error. 

For body size as measured, by shank length Lernor (19^3'} found 

a heritabillty of 3%% in hip flock of White Leghorns. The 

experiment on s^loctlon for egg production reportec by Lerner 

and Hazel (19^7) may al?o be m?.ntionr?G since it provides one of 

the few ci^e:3 in ^hlch a ^hesk i:-: available on heritdbility 

deterraiaation^. In thits SKperiaiant the results of -rleven years 

of ssiection foi* wgii production were foun.i to -gree with the 

 xpccbeci gain calculated frou estiiaates of nerltability. 

This/
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This ,a _pprterlcri analysis, however, is not tiito^ether convincing 

in view of sr>. outbreak ci' disease; in the miciaie of the experiment 

which caused,  * great drop in average egg production.

To sum up the work on fariL animals it may be pointed 

out that th*ra in no l:.:,ck of e^tiiu&tes cf heritability of 

raeasLirements of sl^e and other sooriomio characters but the 

nature of th«- riaterial has prevented many checks on the 

aecuracv of thf»ne Qsti
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A. Methods of investigating, quantitative inheritance.

In this section it is not intended to detail all the 

methods which have been used to determine heritauilities but 

merely to indicate .  .- representative methods.

The oldest method of measuring the extent of genotypic 

variance is to measure the excess variance of an F2 over the 

average variances of an FI and parent pure lines. Owin* to the 

paucity of pure lines in animal material this method is of 

little use.

filth animals practically all determinations of

heritabilities are based upon the resemblance between relatives, 

and since some relatives tend to have similar environments it 

is necessary to avoid mistaking environmental correlations for 

genetical correlations. Thus, the use of identical twins which 

have had at least a uterine environment in common is liable to 

lead to an overestimate of heritability. Similarly, environmerit*- 

al correlations are liable to bias estimates of heritability 

based en the correlation between parent and offspring and that 

based on maternal sibs. With care, however, serious bias can 

be avoided as, for instance, in using the correlation between 

paternal half-sibs.

Even when environmental correlations have been dis 

counted there are further sources of error to be taken into 

account. The resemblance between relatives besides being due 

to the additive action of genes may also be due to dominance

and epistasis, the influence of these factors dependinc upon 

the/
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the exact relationship. This provides a possible method of 

evaluating the importance of dominance and epistasis but in 

general the sampling errors of correlations between different 

relatives have been and are always likely to be too large to 

reveal any differences. A more promising method of finding the 

extent of non-additive genetic variance is by makin cii- or 

poly-allel matings, and estimating the variance due to inter 

action. Such experiments are, hov.ever, not easily carried out 

and require to be done on a large scale.

For estimating the extent of additive genetic 

variance selection probably provides the most powerful method 

of analysis and the method least liable to error. Adequate 

environmental control is necessary owing to the long period over 

which the experiment takes place and is best provided by 

selection in opposite directions. The ebtirnate of heritability 

will be measured by the resultant divergence between the means 

of the two lines as a fraction of the divergence sought after. 

This method has the great advantage that the results are 

measured by first degree statistics (means) and, are accordingly, 

impacted to be more accurate than determinations made using 

second degree statistics (variances, covariances etc.). The 

sampling variance of heritability estimates obtained by selection
 

has not yet been calculated and until this is done it is not 

oossible to assess the statistical precision of this method,
A.

although it is expected to be high. Nevertheless, the mere fact 

that the estimate is based on the results of selection makes it 

potentially more valuable for the practical purpose of improving

farm animals than estimates extending over only om.- or two 

generations-
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5. The improvement of farm animals.

Lush's book "Animal Breeding Plans" presents plans 

for the improvement of far® animals in accordance with the present 

knowledge of quantitative inheritance. Before complete faith is 

vested in these schemes it is necessary to note certain 

assumptions inherent in the basic deductive analyses of Fisher 

and Bright.

In his 1913 paper- Fisher set out w to ascribe to the 

constituent causes (heredity and environment) fractions or 

percentages of the total variance which they together produce." 

It is a basic premise of quantitative inheritance (as for instance 

set out by Lerner, 1950) that the phenotypic variance of a 

character is wholely determined by genetic and environmental 

factors and by the interaction between them. Fisher's neglect of 

genotype-environment interactions evoked criticism from Hogben 

who went to the other extreme and despaired of measuring the 

relative importance of heredity and environment. The true 

situation for most characters probably lias between the two 

extremes and its elucidation is awaited. Meanwhile Lush (1945) 

has neglected genotype-environment interactions purely on 

empirical grounds. A paper by Haldane (1946) on the theoretically 

possible types of interaction shows that the problem is not 

being neglected despite the convenience of so doing.

Further detail in the oalance sheet showing the 

causes of variation is desirable. The environmental components 

can usually be separated by an analysis of variance; the 

genotypic components are not so easily obtained. This is 

largely/
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largely due to the fact that the complications involved in the 

action of numerous genes have to be forced into a formal 

analysis if the situation is to be analysed at all. If the 

formal analysis of genotypic variance into additive genetic 

variance, and variance due to dominance and epistatic 

deviations presents difficulties and anomalies this is hardly 

surprising for even our choice of scale is at best empirical. 

Yet the division of genotypic variance into at least additive 

and non-additive parts is of great importance in deciding upon 

the best method for the improvement of farm animals.

If the genctypic variance in the character to be 

improved is mostly additive genetic variance then improvement 

by selection will be the best plan. Should, in this case, 

the heritability be high, mass selection will be an efficient 

way of making improvement but should the heritability be lofc', sele 

ction will be more efficient if the performance of relatives is 

taken into account, as in family selection or progeny testing. 

If, on the other hand, there is little additive genetic variance 

but much non-additive genetic variance ana more especially 

variance due to epistasis, then a system of inbreeding and 

crossing is called for.

At present the relative 'importance cf adoitive -ind 

non-additive gene action in determining economic chfcracterb of 

farm animals is unknown. There are, hov.ever, several indications 

that non-additive effects arc net importunt. Experiments, 

especially designed to neasure interaction or "nicking" have 

failed/
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failed to show that this is an important source of variation.

Lerner (19-45) found in a flock of White Leghorns that 

non-additiveness contributed only about 1$ to the total 

variance in age of sexual maturity. Hazel and Lamoreox (1947) 

also working with T?hite Leghorns found a similar small coritri-
 

bution of nicking effect to the total variance in body weight 

at 22 weeks of age. In dairy cattle, Seath and Lush (1940) 

working on yield and Johnson, B~rtlett and Copeland. (1940) 

working on total bubterfat production found little evidence for 

nicking. In pigs, the performance of inbred-crosses is not 

outstandingly superior to that of outbrea pigs and this fact 

may also point to the small importance to be attached to non- 

additive effects, although Dick-erson (1949) has corae to the 

opposite view.

If non-addltiveneas is not important farm animals 

can best be improved by selection. In the past, experiments 

on selection with the larger farm animals have only occasionally 

been possible owing to the time and expense involved. But, 

they are nevertheless of great importance. Before increasingly 

coraplex breeding plans are made depending on estimates of the 

components of variation, more evidence is required as to the 

accuracy of these estimates. The number oC links in the chain 

of deductive reasoning are increasing and verification of the 

original partitioning is needed. Selection experiments provide 

the critical test for the presence of additive genetic variance. 

Adequate corroboration has not been produced by Lush and his 

school. The two selection experimentt> witn pieis have not been 

continued/



continued for a sufficient number of generations to make the

resultti valuable and only the experiments of Lerner and Hazel 

(1947) and Kyle and Chapman (1949) can be accepted as providing 

satisfactory corroboratory evidence of internal consistency. Lerner and 

Denpster(19495 found it necessary to put forward a plea for the 

empirical verification of the calculated efficiencies of 

selection indices and hamsince published such a verification 

for family selection as compared with mass selection (Lerner, 

Cruden and Taylor, 19/49). It would therefore appear that in 

the field of arlimai breeding emphasis is changing from the 

determination of estimates of heritability and calculation 

of the expected rates of progress with various breeding plans 

to the verification of these calculations by selection. In the 

future it is to be hoped that realisation of the practical 

value of the end-proaucts of selection experiments will make it 

possible to carry these out on s. more adequate scale than at 

oresent.
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6- Present experiment.

The foregoing review has shown the extent of our 

knowledge of size inneritance. This knowledge dtrives from 

experiments with various species of animals, and providing that 

there are no unsuspected barriers to the integration of this 

fragmentary evidence from different species, the broad, outlines 

of size inheritance appear to be well understood. The multiple- 

factor hypothesis forms an adequate explanation of aiae 

inheritance and is generally acceptable to scientists outside 

Russia. We know something of the mode in which size genes produce

differences in adult size ana of the extent and duration of their
'

Action. The extent of genetic variability for various measure 

ments of size has been estimated in many specie,.} and suitable 

techniques for making these estimates have been developed.

Of ths many problems connected with quantitative 

inheritance the one chosen for the present study concerns the 

long-term response to selection. The effects of selection ever 

a period of a few generations are fairly well understood and 

present few difficulties. The results of lont :-term selection, 

on the other hand, have received little attention apart from 

theoretical discussions on the effects of natural selection 

(e.g. Fisher, 1930). Yet the practical importance of this 

knowledge to the improvement of the present breeds of livestock 

by selection can hardly be overrated. Most breeds have already 

been improved by many generations of selection and tnou^h 

selection/
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selection itill appears to be the most promising method of 

making continued progres;: in the future, iuore experimental 

evidence is needed on this point.

The proult;a may be briefly statea thus : is the 

initial rate of response to selection maintained indefinitely, 

or is there a limit to the improvement which can be brought 

about by selection? If the rate of response falls off in later 

generations what is the cause of this? Arid, can this barrier 

to improvement be overcome?

The number of selection experiments which have been 

carried out must be very large but only a small percentage have 

been continued for a sufficient number of generations to show 

whether or not a declining response to selection was obtained. * 

In Drosophila, where it is possible to obtain a very quick 

turnover of generations, there are several experiments which show 

that a selection limit is reached after a number of generations. 

Payne's (1913) selection for extra scutellar bristles was narked 

by periods of sudden response followed by stability which Payne

attributed to mutation but which leather (1941) ascribes to the 

breaking up of polygenie combinations by crossing over. But 

whatever the explanation of these irregularities a final 

limit appear3 to have been reached. Payne's later experiments o« 

selection for bristle number in "reduced" flies (Payne, 1920) 

showed the attainment of a limit in both plus uiici minus lines 

after about seventeen generations. Selecting for hi^h and low 

facet number in Bar-eye flies, Zeleny (19-'2) round no increase

in the divergence between his lines after the twenty-eighth

generation/ 

* See review by Goodale (1938a)
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generation. Two other workers, Sturtevant (1918) using bristle 

number in Dichaete flies, and MacDoweli (1917) usinb Gristle 

number in a stock hoaozygous for a recessive bristle increaser, 

also found that these quantitative haracters coula not be 

changed beyond certain limits by selection. More recent 

experiments by Mather (1941) in which selection was made for 

number of abdominal chaete sho'jv, in the majority of lines, if 

not a limit, a declining response to selection. Reeve and 

Robertson (1950) made selections for thorax length and wing 

length and found that although the response was at first slo?." and 

steady (see Reeve and Robertson, 1949) a selection limit was 

eventually reached.

Apart from the work on Drosophila little evidence 

is available. Most selection experiments with domestic animals 

cover too few generations but the selection of poultry for hi^h 

and low egg number started at Cornell in 1913 (Hall, 1934.) 

showed that while it seemed to be possible to increase egg 

number slowly over the nineteen generatious reported,there was 

very little response to selection for low egg number, UacArthur'4 

(1949) selection experiment for large and small size in the 

mouse showed a declining response to selection in both lines 

whilst Goodale's selection for large size in the same species 

showed no signs of a declinin,; response. The results of both 

these experiments will be more critically examined in the next 

section but it is clear that Gocdale's result is not a general 

finding ana the majority of lon^-term selection experiments do 

show a declining response to selection and if continued for a 

Sufficient/
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sufficient period of time a selection limit is reached. This 

conclusion is of great importance in the field of animal 

breeding where the response to selection must be a primary 

consideration.

The main object of the present experiment is to 

investigate trie causes of the falling off in response found 

in selection experiments. The possible causes of this falling 

off can be divided into two main categories :-

1) A loss of genetic variance produced by either inbreeaing 
or selection, or by these two factors in combination;

2} An approacn to a "physiological barrier" which could 
act" either by preventing animals from exceeding a 
certain limit or by natural selection, those animals 
which approach nearer to the limit leaving fewer 
aeecenaents than those further from the limit.

The first explanation, loss of genetic variance, can be investi 

gated by the following method: crossing two long-selected 

strains in which the response to selection has declined or 

ceased altogether gives a cross-brec population which is 

expected to contain new genetic variance and. so should show a 

renewed response to selection.

Two stocks of mic*"- which had both been selected for 

large body size and which seemed well suited to this purp se 

were availaole, namely thos- of Goodale and MacArthur. The 

detailed reasons for considering these lines suitable will be 

presented in the next section and it is here only necessary to
1,

anticipate a conclusion drat-n in that section which is that the 

crossing of these two line;; would b expected to produce new 

genetic variance. The problem is thus etudied by continuiri 

 election/
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selection in these two lines of mice and comparing the results 

with those- obtained by selection in a new strain raads by 

crossing these two lines.

These selection experiments were all carried out 7,1th 

the objective of producing the greatest change in body size in 

the shortest possible time. Theoretical considerations led to 

the adoption of certain methods of selection which were 

expected to give a maximum rats of progress under selection 

and so are called "efficient" hereafter, although less 

efficient methods from this point cf view would have given 

more information on the relative importance of maternal and 

environmental factors for growth. When sufficient data had 

been accumulated it wa.s hoped to be able to construct a more 

efficient index for selection and if necessary to alter the 

structure of the population in order to obtain the maximum 

increase of body size by selection.

Finally, a check on tne mode of analysis by 

selection can be made. The individual weights of each mouse 

in the experiment are available for the calculation of 

correlations between relatives from ishich alternative estimates 

of heritability can be derived. Disagreement between these 

estimates may throw doubt on the basic assumptions of the 

analysis. Agreement, on the other h^nd, whil^ not giving 

direct verification of these assumptions can at least demonstrate 

the internal consistency of this analysis.
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11   SUITABILITY OF STOCKS FOE 7hE; PRESET L.XPERIMEKT.

Goodale's and MacArthur's results are of prime 

importance to the present thesis. It is necessary to show 

that both stocks were exhibiting a declining response to 

selection and also to give reasons for supposing that the 

crossing of these two stocks *ill produce new genetic variance.

MftcArthi<r's results (Fi^.g ) show clearly a 

declining response to selection in his Large Line. By genera 

tion 18 it seemed that a ceiling held been reached wince there 

had been no increase in mean weight for eight generations. Then, 

inexplicably, there was a sudden rise and fall but the general 

trend was once more upwards. The mice of the twenty-sixth 

generation, obtained from Professor MacArt-hur in 194-3, were 

presumably a somewhat selected group but males ana females had 

mean weights about equal to mice of the twenty-third generation, 

the last point on the graph. The diminishing response to 

selection is also brought out in Table 6 of MacArthur (19-49). 

It can, therefor©, be concluded that MacArthur 1 s Large strain is 

near to a limit of selection and the response to furtner 

selection rould be very small.

Goodale's results (Fig. 9 ) on the other hand do not 

show a declining response, but instead an almost linear increase

in size. This, it should be pointed out, is a unique result 

for a long-term selection experiment. Three possible 

explanations may be offered. Firstly, the cullin of un remising 

young B.t weaning or the equivalent procedure of 

parents/
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parents *ith large offspring at weaning, will tend to bias the 

mean bQ-day weight upwards but clearly this will not affect 

the shape of the response curve providing the extent of these 

practices does not alter. Secondly, the use of the progeny 

test could be made to produce a steady response merely by waiting 

for animals which produce a certain increase over the current 

mean. A declining response to selection mignt oe concealed 

by a lengthening generation interval, oat there is no internal 

evidence in Goodale's papers for this suggestion. Thirdly, 

and most probably, Goodale f s graph, although possibly classed 

by the previous two considerations, gives a fair record of 

his progress up to 19-42. But a declining response appears to 

have been encountered after this date. Dr. Gcooale,in a 

private comnunicatiori to Dr. Falconer, has given the aean 

weights for the thirty-eighth generation of his stock and 

these are approximately the same as those for the twenty-eighth 

generation given on the graph. Selection for size over this 

period has not been as intense as previously as it was necessary 

to intercalate a period of selection for fertility, but, never 

theless, it, is clear that the response was less rapid than

before.

Thus, both Goodale's and ilacArihur's mice

appeared to be approaching a selection Halt. This conclusion 

was substantiated by the continued selection of these stocks 

dMcribed later and their use for an investigation into the 

oaases of a declining response to selection was therefore 

justified.

The/
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The second requirement for the success of the 

p esent experiment is that the two stocks Lheold produce new 

genetic variance when crossed. For tnis to occur the two lines 

must contain different size genes and the evidence on this 

point must be examined. The t^o stocks are of independent origin, 

Goodale's Large Line originating from sixteen albino mice 

obtained from a commercial breeder, and MacArthur 1 s from crosses 

between six inbred strains of laboratory mice. Provided that 

body size is not controlled by a small number of genes, each 

line can therefore be expected to carry different else genes. 

There is visible evidence of this since the two lines differ 

in conformation, and, although of approximately the ^axae 

weight, differ in the proportions of muscle,' fat and skeleton 

which go to make up this weight. Goodale's mice are long and 

lean compared to MacArthur's which are shorter and very auch 

fatter. This difference is apparent in Fig. 5 where the 

great girth of MacArtnu^s Large Line mnle car. be seen. 

There is therefore good reason to suppose that the t*o lines 

their sise to different genes ana will produce new genetic 

variance *hen crossed. These long selected stocks of mice are 

thus very suitable for the present experiment.
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III. METHODS

It has already been pointed cut in th_e introduction 

that the value of selection as a tool in the investigation of 

quantitative inheritance depends upon the efficiency of the 

method of selection employed. The theoretical considerations 

involved are best discussed in concrete terms with reference 

to the method of selection actually employed. It will, there 

fore, be convenient to describe briefly the practical prcceaure 

adopted before giving all the reasons v,hy this particular scheme 

was adopted.

The bioiaetrical analysis of a laboratory population of 

mice is greatly facilitated by ruling that successive generations 

are kept uuite distinct and that even outstanding animals are not 

used in aore than one generation. This rule r«as adhered tc with 

one exception in the fourth generation of MacArthur's larL;e line 

when, owing to sterility, five animals which had been matea in 

the previous generation were used again to maintain the line. 

At first an attempt was made to raise generations in all lines 

contemporaneously so that seasonal differences might be dis 

counted. Tnis, however, entailed a long delay in mating the 

more fertile cross-bred lines and as there was little indication 

of any regular seasonal effect these two lines were allowed to 

forge ahead together from the fourth generation onwards. The 

parent lines were mated contemporaneously throughout the

experiment.

The/
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The parent lines were maintained for the first three

generations by six matings of one male and one female, raising 

two litters from each. Sterility made it necessary to put up 

more matings and the number was increased to twelve. At the 

same time it was decided to raise only one litter from each 

mating since this had the theoretical advantage of giving a 

greater expected gain per annum and a practical advantage in 

requiring less space. In the cross-bred lines the first eight 

matings to breed were usedj in the parent lines, all matings 

that produced and raised litters, the number of these never 

being more than eight.

In the first three generations of the parent lines 

females were allowed to suckle all the young they produced up 

to a total of twelve - above this number newly oorn young were 

removed. The cross-bred lines proved to be so fertile that 

nearly all litters had to be reduced and so litters born of FI 

parents were reduced to ten. In subsequent generations this 

number was altered to eight ana not only were litters reduced 

to eight but also, where possible, litters of less than eight 

rcere made up to eight by fostering extra young. This procedure 

was adopted in the parent lines at the same time.

Weights and measurements were taken as follows:

1) Collective birth weight of all living young (prior to 
any reduction);

2) Collective 12-day weight of litter (as a measure of the 
mother's lactation and so iaduding fosterlings);

3) Inaividual 3-week weight and tail length (fcsterlingfl 
discarded);
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Individual 6-week weight and tail length;

5) Individual 60-day weight ana tail length of animals 
not already mated.

Selection for body size was maae solely on 6-week weight 

and not as in Goodale's and MacArthur's experiments on 60-day 

weight. This change gave a quicker turnover of generations and 

made full use of the early sexual maturity of the mouse. In 

addition it was hoped that mating at an earlier age might 

combat the sterility encountered in MacArthur's mice which 

became excessively fat with age. Selection was limited to a 

choice of the largest animals within litters and within sexes, 

i.e. in mathematical terms, an animal was selected on the 

deviation of its weight from the litter mean for that sex. No 

attention was paid to the level of the litter mean and an 

attempt was made to take an equal number of animals from each 

litter. Any conscious differential selection between matin^s 

was thus based on fertility and not on the mean weight of 

offspring.

Selected males and females were paired according to 

relationship, those which were least related being mated 

together. The labour involved in computine coefficients of 

relationship of animals from all matings was lessened by the use 

of a method similar to that describee by Cruden (1949). The 

genetic co-variance between all animals was calculated for the 

first generation and tabulated. If in this generation two 

matings, of A with B and C with D, produce offspring X and Y 

respectively, then the genetic covariance of X and Y mav be 

simply/
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simply obtained from the relationship :

cov   | (cov + cov + cov + cov )
XY AC AD BC BD

This simple arithmetic procedure was carried out for each 

generation. To convert the tabulated values of genetic 

covariance into genetic correlations it is merely necessary to 

know in addition the genetic variances of individuals since, 

from Wright (1921) :

Coefficient of relationship = Genetic correlatioS = ^ovvv

/ (var X)(var I) 

In practice the covariance of individuals were used in planning

matings since changes in variance brought about by inbreeding 

were fairly uniformly distributed within any one generation, 

The inbreeding coefficient of any animal could be simply 

obtained since it is one half of the genetic covariance of its 

parents. The method described by Cruden involves calculating 

the inbreeding coefficients of youne from all possible matings 

and so is formally identical with th^t described here.

* This term has also come to be used in another sense. Here 
it refers to the genetic resemblance between individuals but 
it is also used to describe the genetic variability comr&on to 
two characters (see Section VII).
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IV. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF THH. y.ETHQD OF SELECTION
EMPLOYED.

!  Types of selection.

a ) Mas s selec tion .

The simplest type of selection is mass selection in 

which individuals are selected from the entire population 

solely on the basis of individual phenotypie aerit. The expected 

advance under selection is found from the euation ;

where AI = average superiority of offspring
o 

h* = heritability = genetic variance = 6^
phenotypic variance £*

AP ̂  average superiority of selected parents, i.e. 

the selection differential.

Provided the population is not increasing or decreasing in 

numbers an average value for the selection differential can be 

obtained from Fisher and Yates (1949) Table XX which gives the 

average deviation from the mean of the largest observation in a 

sample of size n ara*n froii a normally distributed population. 

This deviation, i, is given in standard deviation units and so 

has to be multiplied by the standard deviation of the phenotype, 

6- ,to obtain the value of the expected selection differential in

ordinary units.
-) 

& I = h*~ AP becomes

A I = h2 i 6~p and since h * 5i this equation can 

conveniently be expressed as

In/
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In a given situation 6*Q will be constant and i fixed by the 

necessity of keeping the ̂ opulation at a constant size, so that 

h is the only variable. In comparing the expected rates of 

progress under various systems of mating, therefore, tha 

variable of most immediate interest is the square root of the 

heritability. The possibility of varying the selection 

differential is considered in a later sub-section. 

b) Selection within and betwsoa families.

  When the population is made up of a number of 

families it may be advantageous to ,;ive consideration to family 

merit in making selections. In oraer to do this it is necessary 

to carry out the partitioning of the total variance which it is 

possible to make - into variance within families and variance 

between family means. These two component variances are farther 

divisible into genetic and non-genetic parts. Thus, the ratio 

of the genetic variance within families to the total variance 

within families is the heritability of phenotypic differences 

observed between the member? of a family while the corresponding 

ratio for the variances between families is the heritability of 

family averages. A comparison of the square roots of the two 

heritabilities will indicate whether it is more advantageous 

to select between the members of a family or between families

as a whole.

In the present experiment the family unit is the

litter since in general there was only one litter p*r noting. 

The total variance of six week weight has been partitioned 

within and between litters by the analysis of variance ana the 

results/
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results are shown in Tables I, II and III. The pooled values for 

females of the large cross-bred line from generations 1-7 

will be used by way of illustration, namely :

Variance within litters - 52^ =3.69 gm2 

Variance between litter means - d^ = 3.15 gin2

The heritability of phenotypic differences within litters is 

easily deduced. If the genetic correlation between litter mates 

is r and the phenotypic correlation t, then the genetic

variance within litters is (1 - r) <5^ and the phenotypicLJ

variance (1 - t) <5^p.

Therefore - h2w - t 1" 1') ** G

(1-t) <52P

Litter mates ara all full sibs and have a genetic correlation, 

r, of 0.5 as shown by Fisher (1913). The phenotypic correlation,

t, can be calculated as an intraclass correlation : 
f)

t * ^ L *

3.59 ^ 3.15 

h2W * (1 - 0-50) ^ = 0.93 h2

(1 - 0.46) 

The expected progress under mass selection is given by :

A I ~ i ^Q h 

and, therefore, for selection within litters :

h_ = i 6V, h x 0.68

Selection within litters is th..s £8* as efficient as mass 

selection.

The efficiency of selection solely on litter mean

can be deduced similarly:

hV



ii where n = average number in 
(n-1) t ) (52p

litter =3.3 (females only)

= 1.05 b2/

The expected progress by selecting between litters on their mean

performance is therefore ;

5G h = i e~G h x 0.72AI ^ i 6"G h = i VoTi 

Selection on litter average is thus 72$ as efficient as mass

selection and practically no better than selection within 

litters.

c) Combination selection.

In theory it is possible tc make a combination 

selection considering each animal on its o^n merit and on the 

performance of the litter to which it belongs. This is 

achieved by splitting the deviation of its weight from the

population mean into a deviation from its litter mean and a
t 
deviation of the litter mean from the population mean and

weighting each deviation -by its appropriate heritability. 

Calculation of the -efficiency of this method using * formula 

given by Lush (1947) ahowc* it to be only Q.2% more efficient 

than mass selection. For all practical purposes mass selection 

would, therefore, seem to be the best method to f-aploy. 

However, with a small population in the laboratory there is 

another important consideration which must be discussed, 

namely the rate of inbreeding.



2, Inbreeding.

With a small leboratory population ma.de up cf 

relatively few aaatinge the rate oi inbreeding becomes an 

important consideration . The eftect oi inoreedinfa on a single 

stock is to decrease the amount of foenetic variance which it 

was shown above enters directly into the formula for predicting 

improvement.

But, apart from this Ion6r-tera effect, inbreeaing 

of itself causes a degeneration of many characters. In most 

animals, including the mouse, inbreeding without selection 

causes a decrease in body size. The causes cf this degeneration 

is open to debate but the reality of the degeneration is beyond 

dispute. Fortunately the effect of inbreeding on size can 

probably be reflected in considering the- divergence between 

two lines selected in opposite directions, the assumption L'jing 

that the e^ffictij of inbreeding are the sasie on both linos. 

Inbreeding degeneration of reproductive performance cannot, 

however, be neglected. Reduction of fertility reduces either 

the rate at which the population can be replaced or the selection 

differential which can be obtained leatiing, in either case, to 

a diminished rate of progress. Moreover, there is no prospect 

of this situation improving.

Selection within litters as used in the present 

experiments re.-jultr, in &. minimal amount of inbreeaing since the 

full number of <a&tin£& from *hich exigencies cf apace peruit 

litters to bo raised are represented in the n-?xt generation. 

Any/
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Any selection between matings would result in a higher rate of 

inbreeding. It nil! be remembered that the least related

animals were always mated together so that there was a maximum 

avoidance of inbreeding . Wright (1921) showed that a regular

system of matings between quadruple second cousins (eight in a 

group) produced. 3.5$ inbreeding per generation while matings 

between octuple third cousins (sixteen in a &roup) produced 

1.7£ per generation. In the present experiment the increase 

in the inbreeding coefficient per generation v^as often higher 

than 1.7$ OK ing to the number of unproductive matings. The 

average inbreeding coefficient for each generation is r.iven 

in Table IV. It will be seen that in the cross-bred lines

the increase in the inbreeding coefficient in the
the 

generations is close to/1. 7% expected with sixteen parents.



3. Broocdn^ system ana the time factor*

It is now possible to consider in more detail a 

factor which up till no?' has been considered as a constant, 

namely the selection differential. This is dependent upon the 

reproductive performance of the population and the number of 

animals saved, must be sufficient to maintain the si2se of the 

population. With juice, a possible method of increasing the 

selection differential would be to raise more than one litter. 

Two littera, for example, would be expected to produce individ 

uals ftith a greater deviation from the mean than one litter, 

and so would have the advantage of giving a greater rate of 

progress. But this is progress per generation and as the 

interval between generations will be increased by waiting for 

two litters the result may be a decrease in the rate of 

progress per unit of time. The importance of the time factor 

in deciding upon the merits of various systems of selection 

has been fully discussed by Dickerson and Hazel (1944) for 

farm animals and their methods are readily applicable to the 

present problem. Their oasic equation is formulated as

AG «
T

where AG = average annual gain

/\I a average genetic gain per generation

T = average age of parents when their offspring are
born, or the average interval between genera tionj).

The choice/
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The choice between one or two litters may be aiscusaeu. in 

terms of this equation.

The raining of a second litter will increase T so 

that if A I is increased relatively more than T, AG will 

increase. If, on the other hand, A I is increased relatively 

less than T, then AC will decrease. The following figures may 

be taken for T: they are close to those observed in. the cross 

bred lines. T may be either :

1) 6 weeks (growth)  >  2 weeks (to keep all ma tings in step) 
 > 3 vjeeits (gestation) = 11 weeks,

or

2) 11 weeks •*• 5 'weeks (to produce second litter) = 16 week*.
.- "

In the first case ;

Tl Tl 

and in the second :

AG2 = Ma = h2 AP2 = h2 AP2
T2

Therefore r
= 16 x 

AG2 u

/XP, the selection differential, depenas upon the average 

number of youn^ per litter which can be raised. If this 

number is x, then the avor&ge value of AP in standard units 

can be read directly from Fisher and Yates (1949) Table XX 

entering the column neac.ec n with x/2 to outain A ̂  ana 

with x to obtain A ?2 *•

* This vlue will be slightly too high sine- wh*t is strictly 
reauired is the greatest moan deviation found in two sample? of

x/2. Tables of average value of this deviation do not appear to 

exist.



Interpolations are necessary when x ic «.n odd integer and 

these have been calculated allowing, for the random distribution 

of sexes within litters. This efi'eet reduces all the values 

in Fisher and Yates table slightly. For an example, consider 

litters of size 5 : to keep the population in equilit-rium one 

naale and one female have to be selected from each but the 

number of eacn sex Kithin litters of five will be distributed
**" **

according to the expansion of the binomial (|  <  t)'> and ($)' 

or 1/32 of the litters would be expected to contain no males, 

an equal number no females. The best animals to maintain the 

size of the population would usually be the second best in 

litters all of one sex which are expected with an, equal frequency, 

Corrected selection differentials calculated on this oasis are 

given below. The corrections are small and other factors such 

as the variation in litter size which are not so easily allowed 

for are probably .nore important.

No . n .

Expected 
S.D.

Correcteu

3

—

.3*

u
.56

.51

5

—

.70

b

.85

.82

7

—

.92

$

1.03

1.01

9

—

LOo

10

l.lb

l.JU

11

—

Uy

12

1.27

1.25

13

—

1 ̂  ",;

u

1.35

1.33

15

—

16

1.42

W7M1

The approximate values of A P can no* be substituted in the

fion so that it is now possible
A 1,2 11 A ̂2 

to tabulate the rt.tio of the expected rates of improvement with

one and tv,o litters directly a^iinat litter size.

Litter sire.
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Litter Size

4 ' 5 6 7 8 9 10
AGi
AG2 0.73 .39 .95 1.01 1.04 1.05 1.03

These figures show th-nt when the c.ver.j.^a litter size is seven 

or greater A G-j^ exceeds A G2 so that it is .nore efficient to 

rai^e only one litter before making a Belection. T^e average 

litter sinie in all lines in the present experiment being 

greater than seven, each mating was generally only kept until 

it had produced one litter.
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4. Comparison with Qoodale 1 3 and MacArthur 1 s Methods*

The system of breeding and selection esiployed in the 

present experiments cliff erscoririderably from those employed by 

Goodale and. MacArthur. The procedure adopted by these workers 

will be describee* briefly and an attempt made to evaluate the 

efficiency of thel methods.

In Goodale 1 s experiment, the criterion of size used 

throughout was 60-day weight although there was some selection 

of litters when weaned at the age of one month. The procedure 

{Goodale, 1933) was as follows :- once a week three males, 

not previously mated were each put with several females (usually 

five) and when the females had become pregnant the ;u.ale£; were 

stored until their mates had weaned their litters. If any 

litters were of outstanding size at weaning the mating was 

reconstituted at once; if not, the male was stored until his 

litters had been weighed at 60 days and then remated or dis 

carded according to the performance -of hi a progeny. M&les used 

for progeny testing in this manner were usually the heaviest 

available at that time, but souaetimes preference was given to 

the members of an outstanding family. The females were 

selected in a like manner, younger animals, other things being 

equal, beine; chosen in preference to older ones. Parents who 

had proved their worth remained in service \u.til outmoded.

The method of selection MacArthur used was very 

similar to that used by Goodale (M.^cArthur, 1944). In general 

one male was mated with four to eight females auu when they had

become pregnant the male was stored until his litters had ueen 

weighed/
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weighed at 60 days. An attempt was raade to obtain ten young

from each female, i.e. usually one litter in the l&rge Line. 

MacArthur gives in general terms his criteria for selection. 

They are based on, the progeny testing of parents. If all or 

nearly all the progany hid 60-day weights above the mean of 

the previous generation then tries a progeny were selected. Some 

selection was made on individual performance arid the selection 

was kept on a broad basis by choosing at least one female from 

families of only moderate performance. Selection was also <uade 

between the matings within a given generation. Progeny below 

standard on weighing at 30 or 60 days were discarded and the 

parents culleo or remated to another partner. If the progeny 

were outstanding at 30 or 60 days then the parents were remated.

From the foregoing summaries of the methods used by 

Goodale*and MacArthur it will be seen that great .stress is laid 

upon the use of the progeny test. Despite this emphasis the 

term "progeny testing" is used very loosely. To avoid confusion 

it is best to restrict the term to the selection of parents t>y 

the performance of their progeny, this being the manner in 

which it is used for most farm animals. But, applied to poultry 

and plants it usually refers to selection between progenies 

and is therefore better called for the purposes of clarity, 

"family selection". Both Goodale ana MacArthur use the words 

"progeny testing" to cover both processed which they use in 

combination. Family selection has already been dlaoujaed for 

families of on© litter using figures for the 6-week weight of 

the croHS-bred line.

Lush/
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Lash (19-47) gives the ratio of the expected progress 

under family selection to that under mass selection as

where
r = genotypic correlation 
t - phenotypic correlation 
n a= family size.

Family selection is more efficient than mass 

selection when this ratio exceeds unity, i.e. nhere

t S r2 I 1 -"2 * 2
* ^. r n   ^erever t is as large as r , therefore,

family selection will be less efficient than mass selection. 

With one family of full sibs r = |,r2 = J and since with one 

litter per family t is likely to be greater than £, family 

selection will be lest- effective than masj selection.

The 60-day weights of an unselected sample of Goodale^s 

males raised in the present experiment were analysed and 

showed that the intra-litter correlation vas as high as 0.6. 

Thus, with a litter size averaging ten, family selection on the 

basis cf one litter v.ciild only be 69# as efficient as raaBS 

selection. \vith more than cue litter in each family t will be 

smaller o^ing to the elimination of environmental correlations

peculiar to individual litters. In the absence of data on this

, ^
point, it i.) only possible to set a lower limit oi £h to t,

which shows that when heritability is lejis than 50;6 family 

Selection could be more efficient than mass 3eli3^tion. While 

no general conclusion on the value of family selection as used 

by Goodale and MacArthur can be raacheo it is clear that 

selection/
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selection between single litters was practised and this 

procedure wa§ disadvantageous. "Progeny testing" in the strict 

3«utJ6 mast now be examined.

The advantage, if any, of a progony test depends 

on the sverage performance of several progsny providing a more 

accurate measure of the individual's genotype than its own 

phenotype. Rend el and Robertson (1950) have shown that the 

regression of the average performance of future daughters of a 

bull on the average of n test daughters is . _ 1_I

By applying their argument to the present problem it can be 

shown that the regression of future offspring, on trie average of
/ *.

a litter of sisie a is ,*' a . The regression of future
1 > (n-l)t - o

offspring on an individual's own phono type is jh so that the

relative accuracy for the prediction of breeding value of the 

progeny test, compared to the individual's own pnenotype, is

1 + (n-1) t . With one litter t « 0.6 and supposing as before 

that n (the average litter size) = 10 this ratio becomes 0.73, 

i.e. the progeny test of an individual is only 78jS as good a 

guide to its breeding value as its own phenotype. Little is 

therefore gained in judging a parent on one litter. Lack of 

data again prevent the assessment of the value of t»-c or more 

litters by the same mate. It is, hoover, possible to calculatq 

the relative accuracy of the progeny test of a male mated ton 

females each of which produces one litter. Th« relati e

______ 
accuracy of this test is i f ( a~l)t f

and/
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and using by way of illustration the figures t = 0.6, n = 10, 

m = 5, and h2 = 0.2, this equals 2.95. Varying m and h2 hare 

relatively little effect on the magnitude of this ratio so that 

there is a definite advantage in progeny testing males by this 

system. The mean generation length with progeny testing will 

be approximately twice that without, but even so the advantage 

still rests with a system of progeny testing provided that the 

population is sufficiently large to avoid inbreeding difficulties!.

The rate of inbreeding during Goodale's and 

llacArthur's experiments may be roughly estimated, MacArthur

using the formula (Fright, 1931) :

AF , J- + -l_
A SM 3F

where AF » increase in the inbreeding coefficient per

generation.

H = number of male parents.

F = number of female tt

States (MacArthur, 1944) that the rate of inbreeding in his 

experiment was approximately 1-3% per generation. However, 

he does not appear to have taken into account that the above 

formula is for random mating only and that M a.nd F should be 

the effective numbers of male and female parents when there is 

any deviation from random mating or any differential reproduction 

(Fright, 1940). Owing to the uae of progeny testing the number 

of effective parents will be far less than the actual number so 

it is probably best to use llacArthur's upper limit of 3% for 

inbreeding per generation in his experiment. When obtained in 

this/



this laboratory these mice naa had 26 generations of selection.

The remaining heterozygosity can therefore be estimated as 

(0.97) 26 = 37$ or the coefficient of inbreeding 63%.
 

Goodale gives no figures for the rate of iuoreeding 

in his population and it is only possible to make a very rough 

estimate of what it was. Goodale (194-1) gives the total numoer 

of parent mice in approximately 28 generations as 1,200 males and 

6,000 females so the average number per generation is A3 males 

and 214- females. Of these males each of which has on the 

average five females, Goodale says "Few return to the breeding 

pens, the remainder being discarded," It is these few males whicjh 

thus make the largest contribution to the next generation and 

will largely determine the rate of inbreeding. A reasonable 

figure for their number seems to be ten - more would hardly 

be called "few" itnd less could hardly serve a sufficient number

of females. The rate of Inbreeding is on this figure roughly

.1 - 1 - 18M ~ BS" ~ 1.25$ (the fraction g being negligible.) 1?hen

obtained in this laboratory Goodale 1 s mice had been subject to 

approximately 38 generations of selection and would thus Lave 

Left ^0.9875p8 = 62$ of their original heterozygosity, i.e. 

they would be 38$ inbred.

Jn summary, a general assessment of the ethods

employed by Goodale and MacArthur may be attempted. It seems 

that these workers erred in giving too much weight to the 

family in aking their selections. This is especially so when 

the family consists of one litter only, in which case the

phenotypic/
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phenotypiu correlation is likely to be of the same size as the 

genotypic correlation (|) and mass selection by giving equal 

weight to individual and family performance is optimal (Lush, 

1947). On the other hand the progeny testing of males mated 

to several females would seam to be an advantageous procedure 

even when the increase in generation length is allowed for. 

The rate of inbreeding, taking into account the progeny testing 

of males, is estimated at J>% per generation in MacArthur 1 s 

experiment and 1.25$ per generation in Goodale's.
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V. RESULTS

In this section the bare results of the whole 

experiment will ba given, their gaaetic interpretation being 

deferred till tho ns:tt section. 

1. Select.io.-i in parent stocks.

a) Gocdale 1 s Liuy-.e Line (aesivu^t&o CL).

Mice from Goou-Ie's Lar^o Line 7,ere obtained in the 

spring of 19^8, and mated together at random. The progeny 

from these mice form the initial generation which was designated 

GI«. Eight generations of selection for weight at six weeks 

were made by the methods already described. The mean weights of 

all males and females are given in Table V together with the 

numbers on which these means are based. In generation 7 there 

was an outbreak of heptatitis vhich reduced the numbers 

drastically. Quite apart froa this incident, however, later 

generations are represented by fewer mice. This decrease in 

numbers is not due to a reduction in fertility or litter size 

at birth (see Jig. 7 ) but to the poor mothering abilities of 

females. In later generations this line became remarkable for 

the number of females which did not ioctate following parturition, 

The mamti&ry glaadc of thocs feaalecs *3re highly aeveJ.oped and 

it *oiild seem that rfome factor responsible for the initiation 

of lactation was missing.

Sine? the nuinbcrt of each se^ in a generation are 

so oftsn small ana unequal it is desirable to calculate a 

weighted/
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weighted mean for the tvo sexes in order to obtain a better 

estimate of the generation mean. The aethoc of weighting used 

was to find the ratio of the mean weight of all maleb to that 

of all females and to use this ratio to "neutralise" the sex 

difference. It was found empirically by comparing the GL line 

and the smaller GLS line that the ratio of the se.x means 

remained approximately constant at 1.2 and therefore a geometric 

mean seemed preferable to an arithmetic ^ean. Consequently, 

the weights of females were multiplied by J(l * 1.2) and males 

by ^(1 4- 1/1.2) to obtain the general mean. Any errors in 

this method of weighting are negligible in comparison with 

other irreducable errors. The means calculated. by this raebhod 

are plotted in Fi£. l(a).

Fig. l(c) shows the selection differentials applied 

in the production of each generation. These selection differen 

tials were calculated for each mating as the average deviations 

of each parent from it? litter met.n, this being the criterion 

for selection. Combination of the selection differentials for 

individual matings was carried out by weighting according, to 

the number of progeny measured in the next generation.

In order to show sampling errors of each mean short 

vertical lines have been dra^n through each point extending to 

one standard error above ana below the mean. The v^.lue of the 

standard error has been calculated from the equation j

5
where 6 y = variance of ssx oiean

o^.. = it n weights of males
6"2p - n n n 11 females
r,,p = correlation betv/een weights of males and

The/
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The value r^, used was obtained by correlating the mean weight 

of females with the aean weight of males of the same litter. 

This g»ve rMt, = 0.59.
MJL

Fig. l(a) shows that in the GL line 8 generations 

of selection for large size has* been ineffective and though 

generation means are very erratic it is clear that there is 

no upward trend with time. The amount of variation from 

generation to generation is so large that it calls for special

explanation.

Seasonal effects are the first consideration, but in

this laboratory there appears to be no regular cyclical effect 

of season upon weight. The 6-week weights of several inbred 

lines were eyomined but any seasonal variation was swamped by 

diffsroncfts in litter size. The fluctuations in the other 

lines in this expe^irr^nt t,ere, within b. short period of time, 

so frequently in opposite directions that it seamed impossible 

to make any correction for season.

Variations in litter sise end the lactation of 

mothers are important factors. Ovdn<:; to the sis fill a Limber of 

matin;;.; in e^ch generation variations in the pre- =ind post 

natal nourishment v/hich individual mother.1? ^ive th^ir yc;ung 

become iiaporttnt. Maternal effects - using this phrase to 

cover post- as well as pre-natal effects - largely determine 

the asean 12-day weight of the litter (Falconer, 19/*7). It is, 

therefore, possible to aiuke a correction for vs.~iat.icn in 

aatornal/
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maternal effects by calculating the regression of 6-week 

weight on 12-day weight. Means corrected in this manner are 

plotted in Fig. l(b) . Although variations from generation to 

generation ara reduced in amplitude they are still large

differences to have to ascribe to intangible environmental 

factors.

Correction for inaternal effects does not change the 

conclusion drawn above that eight generations of selection for 

large size nave be n ineffective. A selection for small size 

was made in the fourth generation initiating a line (designated 

GLS) selected for small size. This line suffered from all the 

defects of the GL line and after four generations it was 

dropped so that more space could be made available for the 

maintenance of the GL line. The progress in this line is also 

shown in Fig. l(a) together with the selection differentials 

realised on each generation. The standard errors of each 

mean are large but it is safe to conclude that selection 

produced a large divergence between the lines in the first 

generation followed by little further change. Correction for 

12-day weight as shown in Fig. l(b) does not alter this 

conclusion.

b) MacArthur's Lar-r e Line (designated ML)»

Mice from Maclrthiir's Large Line were also obtained 

in the spring of 19^8, and after an initial generation bred at 

random from these mice selection for large size at six weeks 

was carried out for seven generations by the methods already 

outlined. The Bean weights of all animals are given in Taole vi 

together/
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togetner with the numbers on which taeaw lueeins are based. Tfith 

the passage of time there is a /airly regular decline of the 

numbers in each generation due to an increase in sterility and 

a decrease in litter size (see Fig. 7 ). Mice in this line 

tend to become excessively fat, a characteristic often associated 

with sterility in domestic animals.

General means neutralising the sex difference, 

selection differentials, and standard, errors, were calculated 

as before and are plotted in Figs. fi(a) and 2(c). Means 

corrected for 12-day weight aro shown in Fig. 2(b). These 

two graphs ooth show an upward trend of the ^eans with successive 

generations. The measurement of the improvement produced 

by selection presents difficulties. Obviously little reliance 

can be placed upon the mean of individual generations ana the 

measurement of Improvement by the difference in mean level of 

the first and last generation would be liable to sampling 

errors and errors due to intangible environmental factors. The 

calculation of a regression line minimises these sources of 

error but is not ideal because of variations in the size of the 

selection differential. Thus, if errors due to sampling and 

environmental factors could be abolished the response carve 

would still not be a straight line, but, nevertheless, a 

regression line would,even in this case, provide a good estimate 

of the average response per generation. In the present 

experiment in which there are large errors due both to sampling

and/
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and to environmental factors the fitting of regression lines 

can be carriea out without further hesitation.

The regression line fitted to the uncorrected means 

has a slope of 0.26 grams per generation." Correction of the 

means for 12-day weight reduces the slopeof the regression line 

to 0.23 grams per generation. This reduction can be attributed 

to the progressive increase in mean 12-dny weight resulting 

from the decrease in mean litter size, there being &n inverse 

relationship between these t«fO variables. Since Falconer (1947) 

has shown that 12-day weight is mostly determined by the 

mother and. not the litter the value 0.23 grass/generation 

obtained after correction for 12-day weight will be used to give 

an estimate of the rate of genetic improvement.

In. order to estimate heritability it is rum necessary 

to kno* the selection differential. The error involved, in 

Bfieasuring the selection differential in any one generation is 

due to the sampling error of the mean if it can be assumed that 

the individual is measured without error. Over a number of 

generations those sampling errors should balance out if they are 

of equal magnitude and it should suffice to take a simple aver 

age of tho selection differentials applied to all generations. 

This has been done in the prasent case ?,ith rather uncertain 

justification Giving tc the yariable size 01 the selection

differential and £iyer; 1.39 £.raras per generation. The estimate

0 23
of heritability is therefore -/ or 16.556.

From/

For tests of significance see Table II.
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From the fourth generation a line (designated ^

was started ia which selection was as.de for small size. This 

liae ftas only carried Tor four generations at the end cf which 

period it was crossed tc the H* line to prevent the total 

extinction of the stock. Fig. 2(a) shows the progress of this 

line. The standard errors of generation means are large but it 

would appear that there V.&B a steadily increasing divergence 

between lines and no sudden separation with the firit 

generation of selection as found with Goodale's Large Line.

The average increase in divergence calculated from a regression 

line is 0.61 grair.3 u^r generation* The average of the selection 

differentials producing this divergence is 2.49 grains so that

the estimate of heritability given by these figures is  Q*A,^ 4?

= 24..5$   Considering the small number of generations on 

which this estimate is based it aiuct be judged to oe in trood 

agreement with the previous estimate of
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2» Results of Cross-Breeding Experiment*

A cross between Goodale's and MacArthur'a Lar^e 

Lines was made in the Autumn of 194$  

Animals for the cross were chosen from generations 

GI*2 and ML2» Mice could not be taken at random since the beet 

were required for the next generation of their own lines. Males 

could possibly have be^n useo i"or their own lines and for 

crossing, but for the sake of uniformity it was decided to use 

two unselected p&rentr* in making the cross. Those animals 

nearest in weight to the mean for their litter were chosen and 

mated together at random, each male having t^o females.

Reciprocal crosses were made in approximately equal 

numbers. It ^as not the intention to alter litter size', but 

litters of more than twelve were reduced ir> number either to 

twelve or ten depending on the vigour of the newly born young 

when first recorded. Otherwise the methods used were iaentical 

with those in the other large lines.

a) Result 3 of the cross.

Since the two parent lines were partially inbred, it 

was not surprising to find that the cross between tnem showed, 

heterosis. The measurement of the amount of heterosis observed 

depends upon the values which are taken for the parent lines,

If the values indicated by fitted regression lines were used, 

heterosis . ould be indicated, though not if the values for the 

actual parent generations were used. The best comparison is 

probably with the contemporary generations of the parent lints, 

ignoring/



ignoring the changes in these due to selection, such changes 

being small and only likely to lead to a decrease in the estimae 

of heterosis. The F^ generation (which was called GM0) had a 

mean 6-week weight 2% above the better parent line and. 6% above 

the mid-parent point.

The reciprocal crosses differed in mean weight at 

six weeks. Mice from Goodale 1 « line aethers were significantly 

larger than those from HacArthur 1 s line mothers. Most of this 

difference can be ascribed to maternal effects, and,in particular^ 

to differences in lactation. The mean 12-day weight of the mice 

with Goodale's line mothers was 6.27 gm. compared, with 5.43 gm. 

for the reciprocal cross. Since there wa>; not a great variation 

in litter size this mean weight of individuals is a fairly 

accurate measure of lactation. This conclusion was confirmed 

by analysis of variance of each reciprocal cross. These were 

carried out separately for males and females and the results 

are presented in Table VII There are highly significant 

differences between litters with the same sire. If the 

components of ve.ri&nce are obtained the variance due to sires 

comes out negative in three cut of the four esses and so its 

true value is probably zero. The intra-litter correlation is 

high ( circa 0.6) indicating strong maternal effects.

Though ths increase in weight due to h^terosis was 

marked, it wag anall compared tr the increase in other 

characters which may collectively bo called vigour. Thus, 

disease was almost non-existent ana there were no losses after 

weaning/



weaning and the F^ females were outstanding in fertility and 

lactation (see Section VII and Fig. 7)

The initial results of the cross were most promising 

ana provided material on which a large amount of selection could 

be practised.

b) Results of selection of cross-precis .

Two lines, GML selected for large size and QMS 

selected for small size, were started by selection ci tne 

largest and smallest mice from the cross-brea generation GMO . 

These lines were kept quite distinct with no interchange of 

mice. The results of seven generations of selection are shown 

in Table viliand Fig.3. Means, selection differentials, and 

standard errors were calculated as before. Corrections have 

not oeen made for 12-day Height since in these lines there are 

more productive actings and litter-sise which affects 12-day 

weight is more nearly constant.

Individually both lines appear to h&ve w~3<$ progress 

under selection. The first generation of selection on GMO 

mice produced no divergence between the lines. In considering 

progress in each line it is probably safer to exclude the 

heterotic GM0 generation and to start from GMLi anc* ^S^. From 

GML-i to GMI*7 the large line has improved fairly regularly and 

a fitted regression line has a slope of 0.46 grars per 

generation. Th« small line, on the other hand, shows no smooth 

trend from generation to generation, almost all of tne response 

having occurred in one generation from GM&2 to 08(83 wiien 

mean weight fell by about 3 grams. 

The/
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The two lines originating from a common stock were 

intended to prpvide adequate mutual controls and the regularity 

of the GML line and the irregularity of the QMS line might both 

be exaggerated. If the divergence is plotted, however, (Fi^.4.) 

no irregularities are romoved. The first two generations of 

selection produced little divergence; in the next generation 

the divergence increased to 4- grains and subsequently has 

increased more slowly.

Estimates of heritability can be calculated as beforeJ 

by fitting regression lines to the mean? of subsequent 

generations and averaging the selection differentials applied to 

each generation. For the GML line this method gives .Vr - 24.035 

and for the QMS line h? = 40.5$. Using the divergence between 

the lines as a measure of progress and pooling the selection 

differentials gives h% s= 31.1%.

Further estimates of heritability can r>e obtained 

from the resemblance between parent and offspring. Selection of 

parents biaases the correlation between parent and offspring 

out does not affect the regression of offspring on parents, 

except to increase its fiducial limits. The regression of 

6-week weight of offspring on ths.t of each of its parents and 

on the oarental mean have been calculated and are ^resented in

Table IX The regression on each parent is a censure of
o 

n (1 + rpn) where r is the correlation between parents, a

^

that on the parental mean is a measure of h (?, right, 1921).

Etch/
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? 
Each regression can therefore be expressed as an estimate of h

to allow direct comparison with each other. This has beer; aone 

in Table X and at the same time the estimates from the offspring 

of both sexes have been averaged. Theee combined estimates still 

have large standard errors owing to the small variance of parents 

but they are of use because,coming from regressions calculated 

within generations,they are independent of estimates froa the 

results of selection which rely on differences between generation^. 

The comparison of estimates from these two sources will be

made in the next section, when possible causes of difference 

have been discussed.
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VI. ANALYSIS OF GENETIC SITUATION*

An attempt will be made by usint the results of 

selection to analyse the genetic situation in each line. If, at 

times, the interpretation given pays little attention to the 

fiducial limits of various estimates it is not done fro& aisre^aifd 

for the element of chance but merely to lay more stress on the 

mode of interpretation, the validity of which is a limiting 

factor even when all statistical requirements have been met. 

1) Goodale's Lar^e Line.

The results show that no response to selection for 

large size has been obtained. There is a possibility that 

selection was in fact effective but that the improvement due to 

selection was counterbalanced by the inbreeding degeneration 

produced by the 2-3$ of inbreeding per generation. The 

variation in inbreeding among the matings of a single generation 

is too small to give any useful estimate of the rate of decline 

of size produced by inbreeding. In the ausence of such an 

estimate the possibility of this balance between selection and 

inbreeding should be reveaiea by selection for small size when 

these two factors would be expected to reinforce each other. 

Four generations of selection are hardly adequate to provide 

an answer to this problem but the fact that the largest 

divergence between large and small lines was obtained in the 

first generation makes it appear probable that if selection and 

inbreeding degeneration are acting in unison they cannot be 

important factors.

if/
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If, then, selection produces no response is there a 

lack of genetic variance? The separation of the large and small 

lines at once shows that this is not so. The nature of the rsspdnse 

to selection, accepting it at its face value, reveals the 

nature of this genetic variance. The sudden divergence of the 

lines in the first generation shows non-additive action of genes * 

A sudden decrease in size ^oulci be produced by the breaking up 

of combinations of genea which together produce large size but 

separately have very small effects. Such non-additive gene

action is accommodated in a formal analysis under the heading of 

"Variance due to eplstatic deviations." If all the genetic 

variance is due to this form of epistasis it would at once 

account for the lack of continued progress in either direction.

The conclusion to bo drawn is that Goodale's Large 

Line still possess genetic variance but this is apparently mainly 

due to epistasis. This finding is not unexpected in a }.ong- 

selected line since in time additive genetic variance will be 

fixed by selection alone and will leave only the non-additive

variance. Sprague and T&tum (±942) working with lines of maize 

found this expectation was realised, new lines possessing 

additive genetic variance , old lines less additive and more 

non-additive genetic variance. Further selection in Goodale's 

Large Line cannot, therefore, be expected to produce any 

further progress, but must be carried on to maintain the 

favourable gene combinations and prevent a decrease in size. 

2) MacArthur 1 B Large Line.

MacArthur's Large Line responded to selection for
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large eiae. Heritability was estimated by the ratio of the 

progress made to the selection applied and gave a value of 

This estimate agrees well with the 2.4$ that was obtained by four 

generations of two-way selection. Unfortunately, there is at 

present no method of calculating the standard errors of these 

estimates but since the first estimate is based on more 

generations it is probably more accurate. The important point 

is that in Mc?.cArthur f s Large Line about 16% of the total 

variance used for selection is estimated to be additive genetic 

variance. However, the method of selection employed in the 

present experiments is selection within litters which utilises 

only half the genetic variance in the whole pop-illation 30 that 

it is desirable to convert the foregoing estimate to the 

heritability for mass selection. This can be done by using 

the formula givsn in Section IV.

1 - t
2

where h w = heritability for selection within litters

* heritability for mass selection 

r * genetic correlation between litter mates 

t = phenotyplc correlation between litter mates. 

The average value of t observed for males and females is 0.68

and r is 0.50 so that
h2

100 i . 0.68 

h2 = 10£

It was shorn in Section IV that MncArthur's mice were probably 

about 63t inbred when obtained and it is therefore desirable 

to/
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to make allowance for this inbreeding ana to relate the abo

estimate to what it would be expected to be in MacArthur's 

foundation generation.

When heritability is 10£ the obaei*ved phenotypic 

variance (see Table II ) may be partitioned a>s follows :-

Observed phenotypic variance = 8.4,0 &•) ' = 13.77
Estimated genetic variance = 0.84 gar) for ~ 1.38 £,
Estimated environmental ) |- e_ ' ) maies

variance = 7.56 gm%aai.es = 12.39 gm2 )

With 63% inbreeding the loss of heterozygosity is 31% so that 

the genetic variances above are expected to be 37$ of the 

original, which %ould thus be: 

Estimated original variance = 0.34 * ~~^ = 2.27 gar for females

« 1.33 x ~ = 3.73 ga2 for males.^ i

If it is now assumed that the environmental variance does hot 

change - an assumption which may not be completely valid -

the original heritability may now be calculated :

.9 Genetic variance JUT SB """-"   :;;     ;      
Total variance

- 23$ using variances of feiiiale$, / 2.27 + /.5o

s= 23^ using variances of males.
3.73 + 1<;: 

Small changes in the environmental variance would not alter

this estimate greatly so that this estimate cf ?3£ for the 

heritability for mass selection of 6-week weight in the original 

population may be used with a fair degree of assurance for

comparison with other estimates of heritaoility.

MacArthur (1949) gives estimates of the heritability

of 60-day weight which decline from about 25£ to 10^ at the end. 

The/
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The figure given here for 6-week weight is very close to the 

first estimate. Larger differences mi^ht be expected ofcing 

to the different charactere selected because, although the 

relative size of the genetic variance of each is likely to be 

comparable owing to the high genetic correlation between them, 

there is no assurance that the environmental variances at 

theae ages will be comparable.

If reliance can be placed upon the results of 

selection for small size, the nature of the response is 

informative. Unlike Goodale's lines the Uo lines selected for 

large and small size in MacArthur's L&fge Line diverged steadily), 

There was no sudden response in the first generation so there 

is reason to suppose that epistasis is not Important in this 

line. MacArthur 1 s Line thus forms a complete contrast to 

Goodale 1 s in shoving the presence of additive genetic variance 

and the absence of variance due to epistasis.



3« Grogs-bred

a) General Conclusion*

The most important result from the selection for 

large and small siae made on the cross-breda is that an 

increasing divergence between the lines can be obtained and

this response can be attributed to the creation of new genetic
controls

variation. Using the lines as mutuaV heritability  < ithin 

litters was estimated at 31$ so that the estimated additive 

genetic variance within litters is 0.97 gm^ for females and 

1.62 gra^ for males. In one parent line, heritability within 

litters was estimated at 16$ or the additive genetic variance 

within litters at 0.53 g»2 - and 0.54 g»2 ; in the other line 

there war. little if any additive genetic variance . The 

crossing of the two lines raust therefore be held responsible 

for the observed increase in genetic variance. This conclusion 

is borne out by the high heritability in the cross-bred stock;

the estimate of 31% is for selection within litters and using

2 _ 1 - r p h w -     7 h* where r « 0.50 and t = O.A5 (average value for
-L   \i

males and females) gives an expectea heritability for mass 

selection of 6-week weight of 34# which is larger thin the 

estimate for the heritability of 6-week weight in MacArthur 1 s 

original stock arrived at in the previous section. There can,

therefore, be no doubt the.t crosrin^ of the t?ro lines produced 

the expected increase in genetic variance.
i

b ) Early generations.

The response of the first few generations to 

  lection/
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selection sho* an unexpected feature. The ineffectiveness of

selection on the Fj_ generation merely serves to confirm the 

absence of any large amount of additive genetic variance in the 

parent lines but the ineffectiveness 01 selection on the F;> 

is quite unexpected. In Section II evidence was produced to shon 

that Goodale's and llacArthur* s Large Lines carried different 

size genes. After ». cross,segregation should occur in the 

F2 generation making possible a rapid response tc selection 

through the combination of these genes. The results show, 

however, that this expected rapid response did not occur until 

a generation later. This lack of response between the F'2 and 

?3 followed by a large response between the F^ and F/ may be 

merely the result of sampling errors or by unexplained 

fluctuations such as were found in the parent lines. let it is 

so sti'iking that any possible genetic explanation ;aust be 

examined. The first is linkage.

Ma the r (19-43) has given an explanation wnich will 

account for an F'2 variance being equal in aise to that of the 

.P^. The absolute linkage oi'  *  allelomorphs in repulsion utouici 

prevent recombination and so produce no increase in the size 

3f the F2 variance. With looser linkage the variance of the

. r2 increases. The two lines of :nice in this experiment, Decaase
i
hey owed their size tc different genes when crossed would give 

,m FI with size genes in repulsion. But, si net- the chiasaa 

Treauency in the mouse is high, being on the average 2.3 per 

ivalent In males and 2.£ in females (Crew and Koilor, 1932) 

inkage between plus and minus allelomorphs cannot on the

verage/



average be v«ry tight. Nevertheless such a situation could 

reduce the variance of the F2 to the fiducial limits of the

observed variance. The likelihood of this explanation is 

increased by the behaviour of the F-5 generation. The increase 

in variance was small (see Table VIII ) but the fact that roost 

of this was genetic was shown by the large response to 

selection for small size on the ¥3. This large and sudden 

response could again be explained by linkage. Crossovers betweeja 

the plus and the minus allelomorphs rhich would be quite 

frequent owing to the high chiasma frequency rsill charge the 

phase of plus allelomorphs from repulsion to coupling resulting 

in a segment of chromosome with major effect which c uld more 

easily be isolated by selection. Some such crossovers would be 

selected from the Fg generation but would have little effect 

on the mean of the FJJ since they would be comparatively r*re. 

But, in the next generation a segment with major effect could 

be represented in tvo or three families owing to the breeding 

structure of the population. Thus with the addition of fresh 

crossovers in the previous generation there should be an 

accelerating response to selection until the selected lin? becamle 

homozygou? for that segment. In fact, there ras a sudden 

response for one generation only so that there can be no 

invocation of linkare of polygenes in explanation of the results).

The second possible explanation is th'it there is 

a major factor affecting size which by the process described 

for the segment of chromosome does not become widespread 

enough/
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enough to produce a large divergence between the lines until 

the F^ generation. Such a major factor would, b© detected, in 

two waye, either by its linkage with a marker gene or by its 

effect on the frequency distribution of weights. In the t*o 

cross-bred lines there were four colour genes segregating and 

an analysis of weights of mice manifesting each gene was carried 

out. The results of this analysis are presented in Section VII 

and show no association of a size difference vith any of the 

colour genes. Since there are twenty pairs of chromosomes and 

only a fairly tight linkage would manifest Itself by this nethod 

of analysis, the chances were against finding any linkage of a 

marker gene and 3 major size factor. This .uethod of approach 

is therefore unlikely to be useful.

On the other hand, detection of departures from 

normality of the frequency distribution of weight require 

independent evidence on the adequacy of the seals and even then 

the method is not very semsitive. As a.n example suppose that 

the difference between the large and small linos was due to 

a single recessive gene which came from one parent line. The 

distribution of recessive and dominant phenotypes can be 

gyaboliaed by *

(pa + qA) with variance (52A = pq (nu - ipa ) 2 

where p = frequency of recessive phenotype, a with mean size ma .

q - frequency of dominant phenotype, A with mean size m^.

If the variance of all other factors affecting size 

is 6 * the raoraenta of the observed variable can oe obtained :

 «- The following argument was given by Professor Wright during 
lectures delivered in the University of Edinburgh 1949-50.
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= pq (P - n)(% + ra

Asymmetry will be aeasurea. by the valua of the fora

index

In the F2 generation p = |-, q =4 and (iaA- ina ) = /+gm. 

as indicated by th© difx'erance in levels of the t«o lines after

selection. So we have

2 i = observed variance - 6 -,

^ (i -
= 6 

and v -

The standard error of y, for Jx normal curve

~ / b where n -~ nuiaber of observations. ^~n~

To establish asymmetry at the 5$ level of probability

3
9 2

for mice in the GML line the average values of <5*^ were 6  . =

2 6.39 for females and o -p = 10.15 for males. Therefore, to

establish asymmetry, n is not less than 213 and o97 for females 

and males respectively. To detect kurtotic deviations from 

normality by use of the foru index requires even were observations,

Ifith more than one mb.j.r size factor segregating it would 

therefore be impossible with a small population to detect such

factors/
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factors by deviations from normality of the frequency 

distribution of weights.

Neither explanation of the anomalous behaviour of the 

first generations has proved satisfactory and further speculation 

would L»e unwarranted without repetition of this experiment to 

remove the suspicion that it is not after all a cnance of samplin 

c) Selection up i-:id down.

Heritabillty in the small line was apparently almost 

twice as great as that in the large line, viz. 40.5/C a s against 

24$. A simple explanation of this difference can be given 

since both lines are being slowly inbred at approximately 1.7$ 

per generation, and any inbreeding depression should hasten 

selection downwards and hinder selection upwards. Assuming that 

this depression acts equally and adtiitively on each line, it is 

possible to calculate the size of this effect which would cause 

the observed difference on heritability. The true lieriUoility 

is estimated by the divergence between the lines and is 31 -I;*. 

If the inbreeding depression per 1$ increase in inbreeding 

coefficient is x gms. then since :-

Response ... ^2 

Sel.diff. 

for the large line

7 = 0.311
1.92

or ** = 1.37 - 0.031

1.7 

and for the snail line

0.53 -jixl.7 = 0.311

= '°- 079
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An inbreeding depression of about 0.08 ^rams per 

increase in the inbreeding coefficient, F, would account for 

the observed results. Values for the regrear-icr* of b--,?eek 

weight on the inbreeding coefficient for iLice frc^ the cross

bred stook are available from experiments on inbreeding without

# 
selection (Parvansh - unpublished) . The average value of this

regression is -0.073 grams per If, increase in F for the range 

F SB 0 to F = 54.<4#. There ig a suggestion of curvilinear! ty 

in this regression &o that for small amounts of inbroedlng 

this value may be a slight underestimate. The agreement v?ith 

the calculated 0.03 j/r.iivts per 1> increase in F is therefore 

excellent and it must be concluded th.it inoraedin^ depression 

can account for the observed aiffsrer.cas in neri 'lability en 

selecting, in t*,o directions.

d) Q I f s pr.l vtg-'-'tS^r en t r ;; t ...re^_.-_iQ n^.

It hab already been pointed out th'. t off^print-p^runt 

regressionti Ccilcul^ted within ^sneratio^.t- provide an independent 

estimate of herit&bility. The estimates in Table x must be 

coraparod with the estimate of 34-1- for mass election obtained 

from the results of selection and the agrderae-nt in i>ome casoc 

is poor even taking into account, the large standard errors. 

To discus ; these discrepancies it iu necaa^ary to oi-.^mint; the 

type of oias to whicn each of the three r*j^r«bbion^ (on oire, 

dam and mid-parent) is .^abject.

Acknowledgements are due to Mr. P. Parveneh for the 
use of these results.
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Dickerson and Grimes (1947) hf.ve discussed the various 

sources of bias. They considered thut next to a controlled 

selection experiment, regression en the parental rac^n provides 

the beat estimate of heritability. This e^tiiat.U- is subject

to two sources of bias. Firstly, the resemblance between 

offspring and parent may in part be due to epistaais. If the 

character Is dependent upon gene combinations these may be 

transmitted by the immediate parents to their offspring, but no 

progressive change is possible, and if this wen; trie only type 

of genetic variance selection would do no more than maintain 

the gene combinations. Thus, the offspring mid-parent regression 

will overestimate heritability ^hen epistatic geaetic variance 

is important. The second &OUTCS of biaa depends upon the 

maternal enriro;ia.&n.t li>oiv»c of ii^pcr thrice in the a?. termination 

of the character as it is for 8-week p?f?i^ht. The rti^resy

will be biased if the maternal environment which ?. dam provider 

is correie.ted with l .:- phenotypio aize. If thiti correlation

is positive, which StUij 

oveiestliTi^ted, if it i

st likely, her

heritability will

oe

be

estiiuated.

Fhen these t^o sources of bias tre meglitible the 

regression CD dam .-i.nc. circ may still t-.; biattri. Doublin^ the 

regreasion of offspring on a?;ir:> it liuble to cvere£:tiaii..tu the 

actual herittsbility which T.ould be obtained by sej-ecticn if tfie 

maternal/



maternal environment ii .nuVJact to irritable differeices. 

Doubling the regression of off .spring on sire nould ii this 

case underestimate the actual heritnbilit-;- since it  is^lscts 

the improvement whi^h can be made in the maternal environment. 

Further coraplications ari^e #hen ther^ is a genetic correlation 

between a dam 1 3 gsnotype and the a^.t^rml environment rhich 

she provides. If this correldtiori is negative, as Dickorson 

and Grimes (1947) found for economy of g*in in the pig, a 

genotypically superior d^aja ia&y more than offset the genetic 

improvement of her offspring by the poor e-nvironinerit r;hich 

she provides. In this way doubling the regression of offspring 

on dam may overestimate actual her it ability &,nu vice v^rsa 

for the regression en sir?. T^e sources of bias in offspring- 

parent regressions can thv,3 baco:r.fO cojnp.l^x v.nd *Vii.l^ t'ler--. 

be rarely sufficient £*+,.-• to shov: irhich ^c^rc^ is important 

valuable indications may be obtained by comparing the rs-ftre

The herit&bility aftiiiates for the uKL line, obtained 

from offspring-sire and off spring-dam ree^e^sicn? (T'-ble X) 

are in r'.?ar.or. r.blo a/rreornent *.ith 3-iC/i ether, but in the GMS 

line the agreement between the as sstiBiate:. is not good. The 

standard errors of these eytiaatee are laiv-e i.nd tht results 

for the offspring of each ?ex are net v- -.r consistent ro thit 

no gre^t rei^ht c-sn be pls.cec- upon the obf.crvecl dif-.'srcKces. 

Nevorthelesr., the r.pgrcsnion en the aa*n is larger than that

on/
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on the sire, though not significantly so. This difference, if 

real, would indicate that there are heritable differences in 

the maternal environment. Examination of heritability estimates 

for 3-^'eck weight obtained by offspring-parent regressions does 

not, however, confirm this suspicion. The weaning weight 

should provide s better estimate of the maternal environment 

and yet the regression on the daa is actually less than that 

on the sire (Table x )   There* is therefore no reason to 

suppose that heritable differences in maternal environment are 

important in determining 6-week weight for if they exist tney 

are uncorrelated with the 6-week weight ol the dam.

The regressions of offspring on mid-parent give a. higher 

estimate of heritability in the GML line and a lower estimate 

in the GMS line than the estimate of 34$ obtained by selection.

Bpistasis can only lead to an overestimate of heritability. but
both

a possible explanation of/differences might be founa in 

differing correlations betwe'en the phenotype of the aam and the 

environment which she provides. As far as tliese two characters 

are measured by the 6-week weight of the dam and the 12-day 

weight of her litter there is no sign of any large difference 

since in the GMI» line the correlation (calculated within 

generations) is 0.36 and in the GMS line, 0.31. It swma 

better, therefore, to atterupt no better explanation of this 

discrepancy than is provided by "the errors of sailing".

To sum up - the genetic situation in the cross-bred 

lines/
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lines appears to conform to the simplest model. Additive 

genetic variance ia eatimo.ted at 34J> &nd other genetic 

sources of variance are apparently unimportant. An additive 

scheme involving improvement by selection offset oy some 

decline due to inbreeding depression provides an adequate 

explanation of the observed results of selection. The results 

are on the whole consistent and the examination of several 

minor discrepancies have not revealed any other agency which 

reeuires to be taken into account.
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VII. CORRELATED RESPONSES

Changes in characters other than the one suDject 

to selection are important because of the hidden correlations 

which they may reveal. If chance changes can be ruled, out, 

then the presence of genetic correlations between characters 

can be established. Such genetic correlations may be due 

to linkage, i.e. the spatial relationship of the genes which 

can alter with crossing over or to properties of individual 

genes and therefore unalterable within a given set of genes. 

The latter type is usually known as a physiological
t

correlation and assumed to be unalterable, although there is 

no reason to suppose that it coulu not be altered to some 

extent by selection. Such correlations are of great importance 

in animal breeding. Besides providing an explanation for the 

lack of progress in some selection experiments, they may be of 

practical value. Genetic correlation between two characters 

may make it possible to improve one character with a low 

herltability by selecting on another more highly heritable 

character which is genetically correlated with the first. 

1. Changes in gene frequency of colour genes. 

a) Re vie* ..Qf_litorature>

There is a large body of evidence to show that ra&ny 

colour genes have a pleiotropic effect on body size. The 

association between colour genes ana body size WHS first 

reported by Green (1931) In crosses of Mus musculus and 

M.bactrianus./



M.bactrianua. The Mus musculus parent carried the recessive 

colour genes non-agouti, brown and dilute so that when F^ 

mica were back-crossed to this parent segregation of the three 

colour genes occurred. Green observed that there was a clear 

association between brovm colour and a larger body size, and 

possible associations of body size with non-agouti and with 

dilute. These associations could be explained either by a 

pleiotropic effect of the colour gene or by linkage (in 

coupling) between the colour gene and a size factor coming from 

the larger parent. Green chose the latter explanation but 

subsequent experiments by other workers make pleiotropy a 

more likely explanation. Grttneberg (194-3) has pointed out that 

critical evidence for linkage requires mating^ in the repulsion 

phase in addition to those in coupling made by Green. Grttneberg 

quotes the experiments of Law (193^) as being a case in which 

the gene b. was introduced by the smaller parent but he ignores 

the fact that both Green and Law used Little's dba strain and 

so both would have ma tings in coupling; between b_ and the 

postulated size factor. Unless it is assumed that large and 

small strains have different alleles at the locus of this 

factor, Law's experiment would only seem to support Green.

Green's explanation cannot be ruled out in his 

experiments but all the evidence from other workers working 

with different strains is consistent in showing the association 

between colour genes and body size so that there is strong 

circumstnntial evidence for pleiotropy. Feldman (1935)

showed/
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showed that in two partially inbreci lines and the cross 

between them, brown animals were on the average heavier than 

blacks. A paper by Castle and his co-workers ia 1936 (Castle, 

Gates, Reed and Law, 1936) is the first of a series in which 

the effects of various colour genes on body vveight, body 

length and tail length were described. It will suffice to 

list the effects of the colour genes (Castle, 1941).

No effect: albino, extreme dilution and
non-agouti.

Increase of sizes brown, dilute, yellow. 
Decrease of size: pink-eye, pallid, leaden.

There urns a complicated interaction between these genes. Even 

when the action was in the same direction there were 

differences between genes in their relative effects on body 

siae and linear dimensions. But even more remarkable are the 

changes of direction of action found in various combinations. 

Brown increases boay size when alone or in combination with 

dilute, but decreases; it lu the presence of leaden or pallid,

A stock of mice in which colour genes are segregating 

is of interest from the point of view of size inheritance. 

Those colour genes with any physiological action on size 

provide identifiable example? of the numerous and in general 

unidentifiable size factors assumed to be segregating;. 

MacArthur who introduced several colour genes into his 

foundation stock was able to follow the changes in frequency 

of these ^enes in both his selected lines. Genes with no 

action on size alter in frequency by the chances of sampling. 

This "drift" in a small population was held responsible for th» 

disappearance/
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disappearance of albino, c, from the small line and recessive 

spotting, s, from the lai^e line. Brown arid dilute were found 

iu Castle's experiments to increase boay size botii alone and 

in combination and Mac-Arthur reported, in agreement with 

expectation, that these tv,o genes had disappeared from the 

small lino and had become- nearly homoaygous in the large line. 

One inbred line used to start the lines *&& horaosygous for 

short-ear, se, and dilute, d, which are very closely linked 

(Snell, 1931)* Short-ear decreases body size and therefore 

MacArthur states that crossovers ?.ould be favoured by selection, 

This  undoubtedly is true but it is difficult to see why such 

an explanation, depending on a low frequency of crossing over, 

is invoked when another of the foundation inbred lines carried 

dilute witncut short-ear. If crossovers were sufficiently 

frequent to be of any importance it is relevant to ask why 

his sraall line did not become homozygous for short-ear. It is, 

in fact, reasonable to assume that this did not occur owin^ to 

the rarity of crossovers. Homozygous se d/se d animals are 

reported to be only slightly smaller than normals so perhaps 

the fact that the snail line aid not acquire this genotype may 

be ascribed to chance.

A mating made for another purpose involving one of

MacArthur 1 s mice resulted in an unexpected discovery which 

affects the interpretation of MacArthur 1 s results. This mating 

showed that the diluting factor present was not closely linked 

to short-ear, and further tests showed that the diluting factor

was/
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was not dilute (d_) but leaden (la), which is phenotypically 

indistinguishable from dilute. Since the inice obtained from 

MacArthur were nearly all hoiuosygQus for a diluting factor 

there is no possibility of any great change in gene frequency 

having taken place ana it must be concluded. tha.t the phenotype 

which MacArthur describes as "dilute" was leaden. Thia 

discovery at once reveals a serious discrepancy botwaen 

expectation and results. Castle's results showed that brown 

and leaden in combination decreased body weight at maturity by 

about 5.5'$ so that the small arid not the large line *?ould have 

been expected to become homoaygous for these genes and not 

vice versa as MacArthur found. Since no attention was paid to

the phenotype for colour in selecting the large and small
 >. 

lines the re,suits are completely contrary to expectation.

Drift seems a hardly adequate explo.nu.tion in view of the 

relatively ly.rge effect of brov-n and dilute in combination 

reported by Castle and another explanation must be considered. 

It is necessary to establish that a particular gene 

does have its alleged effect in the particular stock with which 

one is working. Reliance on the published results of other 

workers aii^ht lead to error through two causes. Firstly, the 

colour gene may be linked to a size factor in one particular 

 stock. Secondly, the presence of a specific inodifier in the

stock might give a "neutral'1 ^ene some effect, or reverse the
*

direction of action of a gene not assumed to be neutral. For 

instance, pallid might be considered to be a specific modifier

of/
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of bro^n causing this latter gene to decrease body size 

instead of increasing it. Therefore, if changes in the frequency 

of colour genes resulting from selection for size are to be 

related to the effects of those colour genes on size, these 

effects must be determined in the stock which is subject to 

3election and not in another. 

b) Results.

Goodale's large line was homozygoua albino, and so 

there were no colour genes which could be followed. The cross 

to MiiCArthur's large line showed that the line was apparently

homozygoua for albino and non-agouti but lacked any other mutant 

colour genes.

MacArthur's large line .was homozygous brown but 

segregated for agouti, black-ana-tan and leaden. Albino was 

also present at a low frequency but did not segregate and was 

only revenlsd by tho cross to Goodale's large line. Si'ice the 

number of matings in some generations was so small no analysis 

of gene frequency has been attempted in this line since any 

directed changes which occurred could not be distinguished 

from drift.

The two cross-bred lines (G"^L and QMS) showed 

segregation of colour genes at four loci. M^cArthur's large 

line was responsible for the introduction of _A, H^, b_, In *nd 

some c genes, :>nd Goodale's for 11 and the remaining c genes. 

K0tinates of the frequency of recessive cenes are given in

Table XI and were obtained (generation GMO excepted) from 

the formula: /
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the formula :

f = / r/n where f = frequency of the recessive gene.
r - observed no. of recessive

phenotypes. 
n = size of population.

This forTiuli will only hole if there was random mating with 

respect t,o th_\t gene and if it has any effect 01 siss this 

assumption lill not be valid. But ,-dace the standard error of 

these estimates mast be very- lar&e ov in^ to the siuail number of 

parents of each generation, no more accurate iiiotie of eatiiaation 

was attempted.

Table XI shows that after 7 ^enercttions of selection 

none of the four genes is approaching fixation or extinction 

in either line. All the observed changes could almost certainly 

be accounted for by drift but two trends in the GftiS line may 

be noted. Firstly, non-agouti ahowi; art abrupt fo.ll in frequency 

in the third generation *hen tlicre v,as t.. suclc'en responee to 

selection for s^all aize. Such an association is perhaps 

c:~gf;eEtiv0 of linkage cf a_ with b major size factor, but the 

subsequent rise in frequency vould not be expected and it may 

be a mere accident of sampling. Secondly, leaden nay be 

increasing in frequency in the QMS line as the average of the 

last 5 generations is high. These results, therefore, appear 

to be conforming with the change in frequency expectea from the 

allege.u pleiotropic effect oi the leaden ^ene on size but not 

with the change expected for brown.

The desired measurement cf the effect of colour

genes/
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genes on size was not possible in MacArthur 1 s large line 

owing to a lack of numbers but was attempted by pooling the 

t%o cross-bred lines. A comparison was made within litters 

of the weights of albino and non-albino mice. Similar com 

parisons were made for non-agouti, brown and leaden mice 

ajsong the non-albinos. Weighted ms&n differences were 

calculates (Snedecor, 194.6, p.289) and are given in Table XII. 

Standard errors were calculated from the intra-litter variance 

calculated for all cross-brad mice.

It *ill be seen that ncn^ of trie differences are 

significant and yet the standard errors are quite s*nali. The 

standard errors expressed as & percentage of the mef-.n weight 

of all cross breds are also given in Table XII and it is clear 

that differences of the order of 2% should be detectable. 

There is therefore little evidence for any of these mutants 

having any effect on si20 of the magnitude found, by Castle and 

his collaborators.* It is true that Castle was deal!rig only 

with adult weight aud not weight at 6 «eeks but the generality 

of the growth process awakes it unlikely that these mutants 

afi'ect weight only after 6 weeks, and it is more probabl" thnt 

a difference Jua to the genetic milieu exists. Tha causes 

ascribed to such a difference can only be s^rrjlative and more 

work is ns^Jaa on the action of colour B c.n3-3 on y.i^e. In 

particular/

  Tho conparlaon her-3 is of flut^nt horo^y^otes vith hot ro-
 ygotea and normal homozygotes together, whereas in Castle's
 xporimont.3 usually only th3 hetorozy^otos and mut.-.nt ho^\o-
sygotes are compared. Therefore, if dominance is absent, th«
differences calculated should be greater than Castle'§.
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particular mutations in inbred lines could be collected and 

utilised to establish beyond doubt whether or not tfu>t mutant 

has a physiological action on size in a stock which has a 

definite genetic entity. The importance of linkage with 

size factors r,nd of the genetic milieu could, thus be evaluated.

The discovery that colour gerien have very small if 

any, association with size in the crossbred lines, resolves 

many difficulties. All changes in gene frequency in the cross 

bred lines can be safely ascribed to drift and the same 

explanation is available for MacArth.r's results. To conclude 

this section it can be stated that, contrary to expectation, 

the changes in gene frequency have turned out to be uncorrslatetf. 

responses.
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2. Other measurements of size* 

a) Tail length at a weejcft.

Tail length provides a measurement of a part of the 

skeleton and is expected to be correlated with gener&l body 

size and body weight, and, in fact, the observed correlation 

between tail length and body weight is 0.43 in the cross-bred 

stock. This observed phenotypic correlation is due to two 

causes. Individuals may be alike with respect to tail length 

and weight either because they have genes which affected both, 

or, because they have been subjected to an environment which 

affected both. The phenotypic correlation may therefore oe 

broken down into genetic and environmental components.

This relationship is sho*n ae a scheme of cause and 

effect in Text-fig. 1 :

Text-fig.1,
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The system of representation adopted Is that of Wright (1923).

The phenotype for 6-wesk weight, Wo, is represented as being 

completely determined by the additive genotype for 6-week 

weight, G?«6, and the environmental component *of 6-week weight, 

E1?6, which make respective contributions measured by the path 

coefficients gW£ and e^. Tail length, T, is similarly 

determined by G$<r and £^,. The genetic correlation is the

correlation, FQ , r , between the additive genotypes and the
Wo UT

environmental correlation is similarly

The observed phenotypic correlation r^^ can De 

calculated from Text-fig, 1 above. Summation of all paths 

connecting W6 and T gives the equation :

rW6.T *

Also by the principle of complete determination,

«2W6 * g2W6 = i

g2T 4- e2T =1 (ii)

The path coefficients^g^.g^are related to the heri lability of 

each character. Heritability can be defined as the regression of 

genotype on phenotype. Thus ; 

= CQV

var (Tl6)

cov (F6.Gy6) /var

var r^ \ var

since h2 = var (GF6)
var (W6)

Therefore, hw6 = rw6.Gw6. 

But/

* Including non-additive gene effects.
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But, in Text-fig. 1 there is only one path connecting Gyr^ and

W6 so that the correlation between these two variable^ becomes 

equal to the path coefficient

The path coefficient g^£ is thus the square root of the 

heritability of 6-week weight and g^ similarly the square root 

of the heritability of tail length. Providing estimates of 

these parameters are known &$& and e«p can be obtained from 

equation (ii). Substituting in equation (i) the only remaining 

unknowns are the genetic and environmental correlations so that 

if either of these correlations can be measured then the other 

may be quite simply calculated.

The genetic correlation can be measured by relating 

one character in one animal to the other in a relative. Hazel 

(1943) has given a formula usln^ this method for the calculation 

of genetic correlations but Dickerson and Grimes (194-7) found 

that this formula gave unreasonable correlations greater than 

one when maternal effects were important. The offspring- 

parent regressions for tail length given in Table -ry show a 

higher regression on the dait than en the sire in the GML line. 

This is interpreted as an indication of a heritable maternal 

effect con-elated with the dam's genotype. Hazel's method would

therefore be unsuitable and an alternative method is desirable. 

This is provided by the results of two-way selection for 

weight since tail length is affected by the divergence in 

weight to the extent to which it is determined by the same genes 

The/
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The divergence in tail length produced by the selection for 

weight can be used to find the genetic correlation between 

these two characters. If the divergence in tail length is 

regressed on the divergence in weight this will give the genetic 

regression of tail length on weight. The genetic correlation 

is obtained straightforwardly from the regression coefficient 

by multiplying and dividing by the appropriate genetic standard 

deviations,

This method can be applied to the results of selection 

in the cross-breds. The mean tail length of successive 

generations of the GML and GMS lines are shown in Fi&. 6(b). 

Following a large divergence in the first generation the 

divergence has slowly increased in subsequent generations with 

some irregularities. The regression of divergence in mean tail 

length on the divergence in mean 6-week weight was 0.349 inm/ya.

The genetic correlation

rGw6.GT * bGT .Gw6

where <J"G^> - genetic standard deviation of 6-week
weight. 

o G«p = genetic standard deviation of tail
length. 

h 1*6 a heritability of 6-week weight etc.

Now bo r , = 0.349 mra/giB. uT >(JWb

and averaging values for the GML and GMS lines » 

h2w6 = 0.342

=0.439

= 2.511 gm ) for femeles and = 3.093 gm) for 
= 3.643 n« ) = 3.940 nun) males.

hence/
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hence
r&«^ G- = 0.349 x/^^£ x £^2i£ = 0- 2i2 for females 

T ^0.439 3.643
and 0.242 for males,

The genetic correlation between tail length and 6-week 

weight averages 0.227.

The environmental correlation can now be calculated.

gT - v h T - o.663 

and from equations (ii)

eT = yi - g2T = 0.749 

substituting in equation (i)

 M ^u «- y*  »*
W6.T ~ <%£).8m Gnf^Gm 4- e^/ 6_ E«7Z EKT 

0.476 = 0.5S5 x 0.663 x 0.259 * 0.811 x 0.749 r%6 ET

r$^6 E.J, = 0.626

The analysis is now complete, the observed phenotypic correlation 

of 0.476 between tail length and 6-week weight having been 

broken down into a geaatic correlation of 0.227 and an 

environmental correlation of 0.626. The association between 

these two characters is therefore due more to the common action 

of environmental differences on both than to the coiaiaon action 

of genes.

b) Weight at 3 weeKs.

Three week weight is also correlated with 6-week 

weight. Fig. 6(e) shows the aiean 3-w«ek weight in successive

generations. There are some irregularities but the trend is 

for/
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for the two lines GML and GMS to diverge. This increasing 

divergence is proof of ?: genetic correlation but the evaluation 

of this correlation presents a new difficulty. la the GMS line 

the heritability of 3-week weight is estimated from offspring- 

parent regressions to be 45$, in the GML line as zero. Since 

this difference is significant it is not legitimate to pool 

these estimates in order to arrive at the genetic standard 

deviation of 3-week weight. It is, therefore, only possible 

to state that 6-week weight and 3-week reight are genetically 

correlated without setting a figure to this correlation.
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3. Fertility.

Ofc'ing to the small number of ratings cmde in each 

generation absolute fertility cannot be studied adequately 

It is only possible to follow litter size in successive generations 

as £r>wn in Fig. 7. Only living young were ased in the 

calculation of the mean litter size since stillborn young are 

liable to be eaten by the mother Defore they can be counted.

In Goodale's large line there %as considerable 

variability from generation to generation but there was no 

tendency for the mean to change either with selection for large 

or small sise.

In MacArthur'e large line there was a fairly 

regular decline in litter size. Since this occurs also in the 

line selected for small size tfa.a change can hardly be correl 

ated with the increase in body size. It ifi probable that this 

decline was caused by inbreeding which occurred at a fairly 

high rate owing to the small number of fertile animals.

When the two parent lines were crossed, the average 

litter size was approximately that of contemporaneous mice in 

the parent lines. The cross-bred females were very fertile and 

showed a large heterotic effect. The females of the next 

generation were only slightly less fertile and the fertility 

of the croBS-breds lias remained high. There is little 

indication of the GML and QMS lines diverging in litter size 

despite the quite large divergence in boay size. It then there 

ii a genetic correlation between body size and litter size it 

cannot/
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cannot b© very large. The association between these two

characters found by MacArthur also does not appear LO be very 

close since he obtained no great change in the divergence of 

litter size between his stoali ana large lines after the fourth 

generation although the lines showed, increasing differences 

in body size after this generation. Litter size does not 

therefore appear to be highly correlated m-ith sise although 

this may not apply to other measures of fertility.
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VIII. THE IMPROVEMENT. Q/ .SIZE. IN THE MOUSE.

In this section the observations and conclusions of 

previous sections will be used to deduce the oest procedure for 

increasing 6-week weight by means of selection. This involves 

the choice of an optimal breeding structure and the construction 

of a selection index making use of concomitant measurements. 

It must be pointed out at once that the results of such planning 

are dependent on the characteristics of the particular population 

Ui«d, in this instance the GML line, and are not generally 

applicable. Nevertheless the final recommendations ^iven 

for the improvement of size show the large increase in efficiency 

which is possible by the use of these methods. 

1. Optimal breedim: structure. ..of the population.

a)

The method of" deteriiinatlon of the optimal breeding 

structure of a population has been described oy Dei/ipster and 

Lerner (194?) and is basically a matter cf cooiputin;, expected 

gains per unit of time with various schemes. This method lias 

already been employed in Section   IV for a small population ana 

little further discussion ie needed. There is, however, the 

factor of inbreeding depression to be taken into account since 

although this could be ignored for two-way selection it demons- 

trably decreases 6-week weight.

If an estimate of the inbreeding depression is

available it is possible to take this into account in predicting 

progrtii/
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progress under selection (Com stock anci Winters, 1944). the 

expected advance from selection bein^. V:;iven by :

Ai = j AF + h2 A? (i)

where A I = average superiority 01 offspring 

h2 = heritability

AF = increase in the inbreeding coefficient

4 = regression of the character on the inbreeding
coefficient 

A^ - selection differential.

Values of J for the 6-week weight of the crcsa-ored 

stock are available froro experiments on inbreeding without 

selection (Parvaneh - unpublished) .

4 = -0.071 goi. per 1$ incre&se in F for females

4 * -0.075 gnu per 1* increase in F for males. 

The linearity of this regression is op^n to doubt and the values 

quoted cover the range F - G to f = 59.4# so that for small 

amounts of Inbreeding j may be underestimated. However, the 

order of aa^aituae of this regression is sufficiently well 

defined to warrant further discussion usiru; an average for both 

sexes of j = 0.073 gm. per 1% increase in F.

It is now possible to calculate the expected advance 

per generation using the values of j and A-^ which were observed 

for the cross-brea raice. The decrease in size will be J . AF

grams = 0.073x 1.7 - 0.124 gm. The increase in slse due

2 
to selection is h AP ̂ nd the expected valuesof Ap for variou^

litter sizes are given on p. 46 in standard deviation units.

w
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In order to obtain the answer in grants it is therefore necessary 

to multiply by the average for the two sexes of the standard 

deviation of 6-week weight observed, within litters. The results 

of the complete calculation for ~arious litter sizes and 

heritabiiities is given below.

Expected laprQyemeot ..In Kra&a per generation.

Heritability 
(within 
litters)

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

5

.027

.177

.328

.478

6

.052

.229

.405

.582

fitter

7

.074

.272

.470

.663

sifce.

3

.093

.311

.527""

.745

9

.108

.341

.572

.805

10 12 14

.121 .149 .162

.366 .414 .448

. 612 . 6^3   734

.857 .952 1.020

16

.179

.432

.784

1.039

With the above figures it is now possible to take the time factor 

into consideration and, as in Section IV, to decide whether one 

or two litters will give the greatest improvement per unit of 

time. The expected rates of progress with one and two litters,

AG and AG2i can ^e calculated assuming a generation interval 

of eleven weeks for one litter and sixteen weeks for two, wnich 

were close to the figures observed in the GML line. To compare

these expected rates the ratio of 

b elow

to AG;> is tabulated

This improvement has not been realised in the GML line 
chiefiy because the average litter oize is less than eight,nt 6 v-eeks. 
Such discrepancies should, not alter appreciably the relative 
efficieiiCi.es of different breeding systems.
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Heritability
(within litters) 
h2 =

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

Litter

5

d.32

0.70

0.78

0.31

size

6

0.51

0.80

0.86

0.89

* J l

7 8

0.66 0.76

0.83 0.94

0.93 0.98

0.95 1.00

From the above figures it can be seen that it will generally be 

better bo rear two litters than one, and that the advantage will 

increase as heritability decreases. With litters of ei^ht the 

raising of two litters ceases to be advantageous only m-hen the 

heritability exceeds 40$.

This conclusion is the opposite to that arrived at for 

two-way selection in which the effects of inbreeding could, be 

neglected. Ther© is a further difference in th&t the heritability 

is now an important variable when deciding between one and fcuso 

litters. Since heritability is expected to decline during the 

course of selection the advantage in raising t*o litters will 

increase so that a change to this practice is very desirable 

for the production of larger mice.

b) With increasedjjopulation size.

Increasing the siae of the experimental population 

would permit the use of the more efficient method of i&ass 

selection. In small populations this wo;*ld not be possible 

owing/
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owing to the resulting hi.-;h rate of inbreeding. The calculation 

of the probable rate of inbreeding when applying mass selection 

and at the same time trying to avoid, inbreeding is not easily 

calculated. It is, however, possible to give an approximate 

solution which is provided by a calculation due to Professor 

Wright * of the rate of inbreeding in a population consisting 

of N pairs in which brother-sister mating is it voided, ffith a 

litter-size of 8 it should be possible to meet this proviso when 

there are five or more mat-ings. As the number of mating/3 increases 

this solution will progressively overestimate the minimum rate 

of inbreeding since mating 3 of more distant relatives v.ill also 

oe avoidable, but nevertheless it will provide a convenient 

figure for use with small populations.

The inbreeding coefficient 'under this system is jiven 

by the formula :

f = Fl + -JL

where F - inbreeding coefficient of the present generation.

F1 «       parental » 

F *   » « grand-parental "

F s " * * great-grand-parental M 

The limiting rate of decrease of heterozygosia, z is given by

solving the equation
s^ + s2(? -f  l-f-ad^^^^i. =0** T s V* N' <j\J-^ ^j,.j -r -T\T — vj

The largest root of this equation is the rate of 

increase in the inbreeding coefficient, AK. A few values

Lectures delivered in the University of Edinburgh
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have been calculated for various values of N.

N = 5 AF = O.QU

N =10 AF = 0.023

» = 15 AF = 0.016

N = 20 AF » 0.012

With tn increase in the number of ratings the inbreeding coeffi 

cient decreases rapidly at first and then more slowly until it 

becomes approximately TTT-. A comparison 01 selection within

litters and mass selection can now be made.

If now the population size were doubled making 16 

ina tings, AF under mass selection would be 1.5$ and for selection 

within litters AF = 0.8|.

Using the indicated heritabilities of 34$ for aass 

selection and 31$ for selection within litters the expected 

improvements can be calculated for a litter size of ei.:.;ht.

The value of AP for a litter aiae of eight is civen 

on p. L<o arid is 1.01 standard deviation units. This figure is 

multiplied by the average for tha t^o sexes of the standard 

deviation calculated overall and within litters for use in the 

respective instances.

For mass selection - 

AI = -0.073x 1.5 + 0.34 ? 1.01 x 2.802

= C.253 gnu

For selection within litters - 

AI = -0.073 x 0.6 + 0.31 x 1.01 x 2.151

= 0.615 gm. 

Mass/
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1*08 selection now has a 39.fc advantage over selection witnin 

litter* and an advantage of 55$ over the present syste of 

selection within litters using eight matlngs,

The question of whether to raise one or two

litters has to be raised again, the preceding results being for 

one litter. For mass selection with two litters - 

/\I = -0,073 x 1.5 + .34 x 1.41 x 2.80?

= 1.234 kTuffis. 

The ratio of expected rates of improvement with one and two

litters is thus :

»B53 16
A          
A &2 11 1.234 

Once again the raising of two litters is slightly better than

raising one for the purpose of increasing aixe, and as a 

declining heritability will increase this advantage it is 

desirable, to rais r- two litters.

Still larger increases in the population size would 

Ciake it possible to progeny-test males end increase the rate cf 

Improvement still further. Sach schemes are best tailored to 

individual requirements and tdnce they involve no new principles 

they are net discussed further.
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2. Construction of a selection index.

From the point of view of the animal breeder the 

best method of selection is that which gives the greatest rate 

of improvement in overall merit. The various traits which 

contribute to merit have to be weighted, according to economic 

vulao. In selecting for a single character this step is not 

necessary. The problem is to make use of concomitant 

measurement^ to improve the efficiency of selection by combining 

all measurements into a selection index, which is intended to 

maximise the genetic differences between individuals. Smith 

(1937) was the first to develop a selection index and used 

Fisher'y discriminant functions to find the weights to be given 

to several observable variables in order to maximise the genetic 

differences between various line3 of plants. This method has 

been applied to egg production by Panae (194-6) but otherwise 

the development of selection indices in this sphere of animal 

breeding has follow ad the methods oT Wright, aad Lush. Hazel 

and Lush (19-4"; ) compared three methods cf selection for a 

character compounded of various traits with different econoiaic 

value*. Th*»y found that use of a total score method would be 

expected to give the greatest improvement, but they did not 

formulate any method of obtaining the bsat combination of traits 

to be used as the score. This need wua supplier by Hazel (19-43) 

who presentea a genetic basis for the construction of such a 

score or index. Since it was a multiple correlation iLethod 

intended to give the maximum correlation between genotype and 

the/
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the index it would seem to be identical in principle with the 

method used by Smith.

The present purpose in this section is to derive 

a selection index combining the aeasurements of 6-week weight, 

3-week weight and tail length which will give the maximum 

progress in 6-week weight. The form of the desired index is :

I = b]_w6 + b2W3 + ^T

where b^, b2 and b^ -..re concrete regression coefficients giving 

the optimum balance between 6-week weight, (W6), 3-week weight, 

(T?), and tail length, T. In Hazel's method further weighting 

coefficients have to be introduced to allow for the different 

economic importance of component traits in deciding overall 

metit, but since Tor the present purpose two component traits, 

W3 and T, have zero "economic importance" they would vanish from 

the selection index. A modification of Hazel's method is 

therefore required, which differs chiefly in the path coefficient 

diagram.

The phenotypic measures, weight at 6 weeks (F6),
i 
i

weight at 3 weeks (W3) and tail length (T) are to be used to 

predict the individuals additive genotype for weight at 6 weeks

coefficient diagram for the development of 

this prediction formula is shown in Text-fig.2 using the 

symbolism of Wright (1923). A residual factor, R, is inserted tcj 

complete the determiriation of
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Text-fie.2.

W6.T

\ S
W6 W3 T R

B B> p3 p-i

From this diagram threa simultaneous equations may be obtained 

by summing all paths between two variables in order to ^et the 

correlation coefficient between these variables.

'W6.G. 'V»6T

P3 (i)

'The three path coefficients, p, , p? and p^ give the optimum
£•* ^

weighting factors to be attached to each measurement; they are 

the concrete regression coefficients b^, b£ and bo converted

to standard measure. The phenotypic correlations ..--, .

in the above equations can be obtained by straightforward 

calculation but the remaining correlations are not so easily 

obtained and require another path coefficient diagram (Text-fig.
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This dlp^rs.m differs from that given in Section vll only in the 

addition of an extra variable. By the argument used there it 

follows that :

r.

A isetnoo. of c

- *V. xy

genetic correl&tiorw has also oeen

given in Section VII so that the remaining uuiknowns

arid rrn, p. , can be estimated. Substitution can be aaua in the ^T . UW6

simultaneous equations (i) enabling p;j_, p2 arid p^ to be 

calculated, and hence b± t b2 ana b^ giving the reauirea index.

The efficiency of the index is measured by the size of 

the correlation between the index and the genotype for 6-week

weight. This correlation can also be calculated from Text- fig.
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2, since by the principle of complete determination,

1 =

But, since there ie only one p»th between R and G^i

and, therefore -

^
r P r- , ~ ^ ~ (Pi rw^ r   + P? rv> "  H'6 Wl" uw6 ^ y -

This expressio'ti measures the decree of detenaination by residual 

factors and so to find the degree of determination by the index 

it ia merely necessary to subtract this expression from one.

r2*-%6 = ! - L1 - (1pr6.G,,6* p2rr.

The requirea correlation IP therefore :

-/PI

This correlation may be compared with the correlation for 

selection or. 6-reek weight elone, r?-A <Gl. , = h^,^ ard it v.ill be 

seen that it Is a measure of the progress* *bich can be made by 

selection since this depends upon the square root of the 

heritability. (Section IV. ).

The foregoing method ^ill be used to calculate a 

selection index for the GUL stock. The necessary estimates of 

the phenotypic snd genotypic constants of that stock are given

in Table 7ITT.

All the constants are calculated within generations

for all mice and are appropriate for mass selection. For an 

index/
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index to be used for selection within litters the only 

alteration necessary is to calculate all constants within 

litters within generations.

The three correlations between the three measureaients 

of size and. the additive genotype for 6-v/eek weight are first 

calculated.,

rW6.Gw6 = hW6 * v/0342 - 0.535

T « = hm r,. /r = /C.439 x 0.227 = 0.150
A«WYK> 1. UJJ^Up

It id now possible to substitute in the simultaneous 

n (i). UBin& the figures Tor females this gi

0 = p x 0

0.150 = p x 0.476 -f- p2 x 0.440

the solution of which is

P1 - 0.354

P2 =-0.437

p^ =-0.064

Th© path coefficients are converted to concrete 

regression coefficients for use in the selection index.

K - ~ CfGV;6 h - n ^ V = P-
bl = ?1"??6 b2 " P2 cfF 3 ^

= 0.499 =-0.400 = -0.026 

The efficiency of the selection inaex is unaffected 

by dividing all weighting coefficients by a constant, since this 

does not alter the correlation r^Q . so that dividing by 

0.499/
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0.499 gives the index in the form ;

I = W6 - 0.30 ?r3 - 0.05 T 

Similar calculations with the figures for males gives :

I - W6 - 0,93 T3 - 0.01 T

The efficiency of these selection indices is measured by 

their correlations rith the genotype for 6-vesik weight :

rT C, , ~ vPl TW ~ "*" P? rw< r^°* u * Wb

For females this a\iltiple correlation coefficient

rT G   = /0.354 x 0.5B5 + 0 - 0.064 x 0,150 -L * VJF6

» 0.700 

and for males = 0.676

The correlations are 19.6$ and 15. 6£ larger icr 

females and males respectively than the correlation of 6-week 

vveight with the additive genotype for 6-T,'eek weight which is 

0.585. Selection using the calculated indices ±B therefore 

predicted by averaging the improvement in each sex to give 

^ (19.6 * 15.6) = 17.6'! improvement over selection on b-week 

weight alone.

The general foria of these indices can be rationally 

explained. The 3-week weight of an individual provides a 

fflft&sure of the environment which the individual has op^rienced 

up to that Jige. Since the 3-week weight contributes to the 

individual's phenotypn at 6 weoks it is possible to subtract 

this contribution in order to £et a better measurement of the 

individual 1 :; genotype at 6 weeks. Three-week weight is thus

a/



a good environmental indicator and therefore receives negative 

attention in the selection inaex. The differing amount of 

attention given to 3-?>fe©k ^ei^ht in laaleb and females arises 

from the observed correlation between 6-week and 3-v?eek weight 

being lower in males than in females. This difference is due 

to males growing more than females in the period from three to 

six ^eeks and so being less dependent on weaning, weight.

la both sfcx.es the ^election index shows that very 

little attention should be paid to tail length. The size of 

the genetic and environmental correlations between tail length 

and 6-weefc ~eir,ht y..re such th.iit tfi.il length i« neither e ,:;cod 

genetic indicator or a vood environmental indicator and its 

exclusion froti the i.nd«x woioH-d therefore make very little 

difference to the efficiency of the index. Thus, for females 

the eis.pli.fiec index is

«r6 - 0.85 ?£ with rT r - 0.698 giving an^'I =

expected 19   5$ improvement »cver strui^ht belt-ctionj for males 

the index is

I = W6 - 0.9/1:? vith rT (,, = 0.676 ^ivinf en ^ "^O

expected .15.6^ iraproveiaent. Tall length can therefore De 

eliminated from the selection indices with a negiifeible lose in

A further simplification of these indices is possible 

without a great losr, in precision if the selection is made en 

gain from three to six weeks, which is in fact equivalent to 

using tho index I = F6 - f 3 in both sexes. The correlation 

of gain with the genotype for 6-week weight comes to 0.693 for

females/
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t miles and 0.676 for :aales giving expected improvements over 

straight selection of 18.5 and 15.6/5 respectively. From the 

small changes in precision produced by quite lar^e changes in 

tha selection indicia it is clear that the general form of the 

index ia well defined and precise weighting coefficients are

To conclulf? this section the recommendations for the

of siaa my be briefly smaararised. Firstly, 

selection shovildi tv based on the gain from three to siy weeksj

secondly, ttso litters .should be raised fro* sjdh mating; 

thirdly, If it is possible to double the size of the population 

a charge should be ra?>de to mass selection. The first 

reco ;.T!a':^'iJation 13 -3xp acted to jive ~i.n improveaiant, taking the 

average of tha t%-o sexes, of 17?; the second a ne^Ii^ible 

iinpro-rpnaent at present but, considerable advantage when 

heri Ability declines; tbft third an i-ap rev went of 39^ over 

selection within litters in a pc pal at Loa of the same sisr.e. 

Thus, with m«ss selection oil gain *dth sixteen me. tings gives an 

expected Improvement per gBrQT^tion cf

Ai - j AF -»• h2 Ap
= -0.073 x 1.5 *• (0.43 x 1.01 x 2.302) x

= 1.016 gR.

Selection vithin litters on 6-week weight rith eifeh 

(the present syBtsm) gives an expected IraproveRent cf

~ -0.073 x 1.7 + 0.31 x 1.01 x ^.

117
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expected from the simple changes recommended is therefore 

85% - a not inconsiderable gain.
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IX. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

It is now possible to discuss the saore general

aspects of the results obtained in the present experiment and to 

examine some of the consequences of these findings, pointing- 

cut their implications in the field of animal breeding. 

1. Causes of a declining response to selection.

In the introduction the possible causes of a declining 

response to selection were divided into t*o main categories :

(1) A loss of genetic variance,

(2) An approach to a physiological barrier.

The first possibility was put to a direct test by crossing two 

strains of mice which had been subject to many generations of 

selection for large size, one strain being apparently at a 

selection limit and the other showing only a small response to 

selection. This cross produced new genetic variance and 

selection for large size became more effective than in either 

parent strain. The conclusion to be dra?<n is therefore that, 

in the strains used, the declining response to selection can 

be attributed to a loss of genetic variance. Alternative 

explanations for a declining response which fall into the 

second category have not been subject to experimental test 

but reasons for believing that they are not important will now

be given.

The term "physiological barrier" or "physiological

limit" is used to denote a hypothetical limit set by the

physiology of the animal beyona which it is supposed either

that the internal organs could not meet all metauolic

requirements/
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requirements or, that the appendages could not provide the 

movement necessary for survival. This concept of a. ceiling set 

°v physiological factors divorced from the character selected 

may or iaay not be a useful one, but accepting it as a reality 

for the purposes of argument th® consequences are clear. The 

size of the internal organs in proportion to the size of the 

body will determine the physiological barrier. This 

proportion is determined by allometric constants and since 

these constants appear to be unaltered by selection for size 

(MacArthur and Chiasson, 1945) or even by direct selection

the ceiling i&ust be at the sawie level for all 

genotypes in the population. Having fixed the ceiling the 

problem now resolves itself into one of scaling and can be 

decided by seeing whether the upper end of the scale requires 

any damping as suggested by Rasmusaen (1933) to allow for the 

approach to a physiological barrier. The problem of scaling 

is discussed in Appendix I where it is decided that a linear 

scale is adequate for the range of size in the present experiment. 

In addition the frequency distribution of weights shown in 

Fig* 8 shows no signs of curtailment at the upper end of the 

scale. It can, therefore, be concluded that if a physiological 

barrier to size increase exists in the mouse it has not yet

been encountered.

An allied explanation for a declining response to

selection is provided by supposing thut natural selection 

reduces the "fitness 11 of animals which approach nearest to the 

physiological/
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physiological barrier (or furthest from the original aean) .

Evidence for the occurrence of this process has L»-:en produced 

in a selection experiment with Drosophila (Mather and Harrison, 

1949), in which a selection for the number of abdominal 

chaetae had been made. Wnen mass matings were made in the 

selected line the mean number of chaetae fell in subsequent 

generations owing to the elimination by natural selection of 

flies with the highest number of chaetae. In mice the same 

possibility must be considered since natural selection, acting 

against the heaviest phenotypes, might be counteracting the 

artificial selection for large size. This possibility is at 

once discounted by the small response to selection for small 

size in Good&le's and MacArthur's targe Lines when natural 

selection should be assisting the artificial selection.

Further, it is difficult to see ho 1* natural selection could

operate in the stocks used in the present experiment. The

progress made is measured in relation to the amount of selection

which is applied and the method of weighting the selection differential

according to the number of offspring measured eliminates the

possible effects of differential fertility. Differential

mortality is also unlikely, since although post-natal

mortality exists those animals which die are alraoyt invariably the

lightest In the litter. Possibly this could merely result from

disease being the agency of natural selection but this is very

unlikely since these ailing mice are at no time markedly larger
*

than/
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than their litter-mates. Any large pre-natal mortality can 

also usually be ruled out by the large litter size characteristic 

of large mice. It is, therefore, safe to assume that natural 

selection is not important in the present experiments. Having 

also decided that a physiological barrier is also not 

operative it is possible to return to the first explanation for 

a declining response to selection, namely a loss of genetic 

variance, and to examine this in more detail with the knowledge 

that if other factors are operative, at least they are not 

important.

The two processes which are kno?.n to reduce

genetic variance are inbreeding and selection. It is therefore 

desirable to attempt to assess the importance of each in 

causing horaozycosity. Early experimenters on quantitative 

inheritance tended to overestimate the importance of selection 

in causing homozygosity. Thus Payne (1920) comes to the 

conclusion that his lines of Drosophila selected for high and 

low bristle number "have not only separated by selection but have 

become fixed by selection," despite the fact that during selection 

these lines had been suoject to sixty generations of brother- 

sister mating, ^right's (1921) papers, however, removea such 

misconceptions when he calculated the loss in haterozygosis due

to selection for a character depending on n pairs of eoual

o
allelomorphs and possessing a heritability, h% With a

selection differential of s standard deviation units the loss
s^h*^ 

of heterozygosis expected per generation is  -— of the total<*n 

heterozygosis present. Clearly for a polygenic character

influenced/
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influenced by the environment this fraction will be very small 

indeed. Such a simple modal, as Mather has pointed out, requirefe 

modifies,tion when the concept of linkage is introduced since 

the effective number of factor.:; is reduced. In a species such 

as the mouse with many chromosomes and a high chiasma frequency,

this modification is probably negligible. Since the fraction

2 2
s h depends directly upon the amount of genetic variance the
2n 

fixation produced by selection will continually decline.

Theoretical considerations therefore would point to the 

unimportance of selection as the cause of the loss of genetic 

V&riance for a polygenic character and enable the rat© of decline 

to be compared with the rate of inbreeding.

Unfortunately, there is no data available in which the 

decline in the response to selection can be accurately compared 

with the calculated rate of inbreeding. MacArthur (1949) 

observed a fall in the heritability of sixty-day weight from 

approximately 25$ to 10$ in twenty generations, I at the rate of 

inbreeding was only specified by "1-2^ per generation." In 

Section IV the actual rate of inbreeding was roughly placed 

at an average of 3% per generation when allowance was ma.de for 

the effects of progeny testing. Usinr; this figure the loss 

of heterozygoslty in twenty generations would be (0.97)*0* 54*. 

The decline in heritability, however, indicates a larger losa 

of heterosygosity for the following reason. Assuiaini that the 

environmental variance is constant the genetic variance falls 

froni 1/3 to 1/9 of the environmental variance, which is a 67% 

reduction. In view of the great uncertainty with which the

rat©/
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rate of inbreeding ie estimated this discrepancy caanot be 

considered serious.

The results of the present experiment provide a 

little information on the agreement between inbreeding and 

decline of response. In MacArthar's Large Line a heritability

within litters of 16$ was observed for 6-week weight which
t 

it was calculated corresponded with an initial heritability in

MacArthur's foundation generation of 23>%. This figure is 

reasonable and shows that there cannot be a gross error in the 

computed reduction in heterozygosity. In Goodsde's Large Line 

no response to selection for 6-week weight was found although 

the very rough estimate made in Section IV showed a computed 

reduction in heterozygosity of only 38$. It appears that there 

may be a real discrepancy here and yet the uncez'tainty of the 

estimate of inbreeding makes it impossible to be certain on 

this point. Selection in the cross-breds will have to proceed 

for many more generations before &. comparison can be made in 

this stock but when this-does become possible the knowledge of tine 

exact degree of inbreeding (see Section III) will make the 

comparison of great value.

Two-way selection in the cross-breds to date has, 

however, revealed a factor »hich can cause a selection limit 

before all genetic variance is exhausted. This is a phenomenon 

known as "inbreeding depression" or "inbreeding degeneration." 

This de-generation observed in various characters on inbreeding 

is the complement of the heterosie observed on outcrcssing.

it/
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It is, therefore, relevant to draw attention to the heterosis 

observed on crossing Goodale's and MacArthur f s stocks. Although 

the increase ir\ size on crossing these t^o partially Inbred 

stocks was not large it was as large as those observed by Eaton 

(1941) in crosses between long-inbred strains of mice. The 

occurrence of heterosis in size on crossing both selected 

stocks and unselected inbred ctrains of mica shews that inbreeding 

depression must be expected and therefore if possible incorporated 

into an additive scheme.

This has been done by assuming that the change in siae 

produced by additively acting genes can simply be added tc the 

change in slr-e due to the non-additive action of genes in 

caiieing an inbreeding depression. The validity of this 

assumption has yet to' be rigorously tested &nd is urgently 

needed, for, if this scheme is adequate, then it hap important 

implications. Continued selection in a stock which has reached 

a limit or is cvon declining in &erit owing to inbreeding 

depression will still be undergoing improvement which will oe 

revealed on crossing. Thus, the improvement found in the 

first generation of a cross should be maintaineofwithout 

selection until inbreeding depression sets in once more.
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2. Th-3 prsdiction of progress undar selection.

It is desirable to decide the value of heritability es 

timates based on one or two gener&tionn for predicting the 

future progress which can be made by selection. In the present 

experiment herlt.-bility eptiwf.tce based on the resemblance 

between offspring and parent were not very precisely determined 

since the structure of the population was not arranged for this 

purpose but as far as they go these estiaates were not in 

disagreement nith the progress obtained by selection. The 

hazards in using herltability estimates for prediction are, 

however, great.

The first requirement Fhich has to be met is that 

the estimate doet* in fact sieasuru the extent of additive 

genetic variance. The resemblance between tvo relatives ta&y 

also be due to non-additive gene action or a coeuaon environment. 

Even whwn «. t:"*u0 measure of additive genetic variance has been 

obtained there are further dangers 5.n predicting progress.

The additive genetic variance ic probably d.e to 

numerous genet-; some with large effect, soinr with onlj «mall 

effect. The major factors will make the rjost important 

contribution to variance and to progress in the first few 

generations but they will rapidly become fixed by selection 

and further response to selection will depend upon genas with 

smaller effects. Long-continued progress, which may be acre 

important eventually than a rapid response, will be due to 

numerous genes with small effects. It would therefore be 

helpful to know the frequency distribution of size of effect

in/
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in the gene complement. Unfortunately, there does not appear 

to be much possibility cf doin,'* this. The difficulties of 

detecting e Major factor havf already be on dijtcvf.Ked rir.d it 

TP&S decided that such a factor would probably ee^reg-vte utmoticed. 

A single ioajor factor 3tiglr.it be isolated by repeats*! hackcrossing 

on to an inbz»ed line but itt identification in outbred material 

is thereby made no easier. There ie a further complication at 

this point in that at the level of the individual gene 

interactions become important. For instance, the data of the 

present experiments suggest ti.-.-iit aevernl colcia genes have 

no action on size in the crosa-bred stock rhereas ether workers 

have found & »easarable effect. Th« cnly method cf treating 

genes influencing ii quantitative character would, the.Tefore, 

appear to be to treat them en aib.,'Uie. The] e is an alleviating 

feature in the e til cult tious of Puiu.e (1940) which chow that the 

effects of. very different gene conplcaontt. 5ihculci net differ 

greatly so th«.t the losr. of predictive value in treating all 

genes as poiyyenea should also not be too j;rea*..

There uo T» remain t»fo fuz^thcr i^echaaiiiffit liable to 

cttuee a gross deviation of tha progren:^ i'e:.;lis-?(i undor

selection from th-.t predicted by heriv..billty  iStia^tar. The 

first is inbreeding dopresoiou which needs no further comment 

here except to point cut that the si&e cf thi^J affect is 

unpredictable. The second is a possibility of a buffering 

 yetea provide:! by negative ge.ietic correlations. For inetance, 

the 6-week weight of the mouse is influenced by the uaternal 

environment/
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u if this anvironffiant which the COJQ provides 

were negatively correlated with h*r genotype for <S~-7e«k weight 

progress ur.dar selection Tould be hinder 3d, Thore ^a? no 

evld^-ice tho,t thi,3 rnechanipsi was opsrstive but it is tc be 

expected In 'selection axparlm^nts in which the ,n^a?.iired

 

character has Uo components. Is Dickerson (quoted by Lerner, 

1950) has pointed out g9H & affecting both oomponents fi-.roura.bly 

or unfavourh,.bly srill rapidly be fixed or *llmin%ted by selection 

leaving heterozygous thobe ^enet: acting favourably on one 

component find unfavourably on the other. Thus, negative genetic 

correlations are i-o be expected.

Herd tab ill ty e&'-tlmates *h*»refor«3 require supplementary 

data on th^ genetic sli.v^tioM before tiiay can safely be u??sd 

for i>reclictInL; the progress xmd^r selection.
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3t The improvement of farm animals.

.",-:* The present experiment has raised several points 

of relevance tb the improvement of farm animals. It must be 

pointed oat that although it may be convenient to regard the 

present experiment aa a "model" cf a situation which may arise 

in agricultural practice the dangers of so doing are not to be 

overlooked. Nevertheless laboratory mammals can bridge the 

wide gap between purely academic research on quantitative 

inheritance and. the practical improvement of farm animals. With 

increasing knowledge of the genetics and physiology of differenl 

mammalian species it should become possible to know where results 

from one species may be applied to another and where they may not 

Meanwhile experiments with laboratory maaals can at least suggest 

fruitful lines of research for the experimenter with farm 

animals. Having made these qualifications it nov, appears 

legitimate to draw analogies ana to me.ke suggestions for the 

improvement of farm animals. 

a) Cross-breeding.

The present experiment may be regarded as a

"model" experiment paralleling the situation which 7,-ould arise 

by the crossing of two distinct breeds of livestock. Almost all 

long-term selection experiments have tshown that a declining 

response is found after a number of generations of selection 

ana eventually a selection limit is reached. The continued 

selection within breeds of farm animals would thus appear to 

produce, sooner or later, no more response ana the problem arisei 

aa to the manner in vhich further improvement may DC made. How 

far/
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far removed the present breeds of farm animals are from their

selection limits for economic characters it is impossible to 

say but at rioiae time in the future this problem will apply with 

full force to farm animals. The two long-selected stocks of 

saice in the present experiment are analogous to breeds of live 

stock and the crossing cf them illustrates a asethcc which may be 

useful when the nesd arises in farm animals.

The increased improvement which could be made 

by crossing the mice (tag due to two causes, both important. 

The first cause which was more important in the present experiment 

was the creation of new genetic variance w.';ich became available 

for Selection. The second cause, subsidiary here, but possibly 

of greater importance in other situations, was the increase in

fertility which made possible intense selection and hence the 

best use of the nev< genetic variance. The outstanding difference 

between the cro»s-bred and the parent stocks was the superiority 

of tht» crosri-bveds in fertility, lactation ana general health; 

in fact, superiority in those characters which constitute the 

rather ill-defined, term of the animal breeder "vigour". A 

decline in fertility appears to be a general occurrence in 

long-terra selection experiments, being found for example by 

Zeleny (19-0) and Mathsr (1941) in Drosophila and by Goodalft and 

MacArthur (MacArthur, 1949) in nice. Part of this decline may 

be due to the inevitable inbreeding in a closed population, 

but In addition ttetner (1941) n&s suggested * uogative genetic 

correlation between the selected character and fertility 

may be responsible. He visualises genes for fertility being 

scattered/
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scattered through the chromosomes and liable to fixation or 

elimination owing to their linkage with genes affecting the 

selected character. But whatever the cause of the decline in 

fertility it is removed by cross-breeding. Thus, in every respect 

the "model" experiment with mice suggests that «men selection 

within breeds of farm animals becomes ineffective crossing of 

two or possibly more breeds will make further luipi-ovements 

possible.

b) Choice of methods for the improvement of farm animals. 

la the introduction it was pointed out that the 

two main methods of improvement open to the animal breeder were 

selection without intense inbreeding or inbreeding followed by 

crossing, the choice depending on whether adciitive or non- 

additive gene action was iaore important. At the coauiienc'3fflent of 

any scheme of animal improvement relatively little will be known 

about the exact partitioning of the genetic variance into 

additive and non-additive components, and so the choice of 

schemes will of necessity be soaewhat arbitrary. However, an 

initial trial of improvement by selection without inbreeding 

would, have advantages over the alternative method, since it 

would provide an indication of the initial improvement which can 

be made, and would give some indication of the potentialities of 

the method. Should, additive genetic variance be low then any 

remaining gene differences with large effect would be fixed and 

a change could then be made. Inbreeding and crossing is, at the 

moment, s. matter of trial and error with no buide? to the 

amount/
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amount of inbreeding desirable before crossing or any indication 

of the future progress which can be made. In fact, until more 

is known of the causes of heterosis such a method of animal 

Improvement appears unpromising. In the U.S.A. the extensive 

scheme of Inbreeding and crossing pigs, started aa a result 

of the success of hybrid maise, is beginning to produce results. 

Improvements may be expected; but could not greater improvements 

have been made by selection without inbreeding? This question 

remains unanswered and the alternative method of improvement 

may still prove the better,

It is true that selection has been employed in the 

past and yet there is still room for the improvement of our 

livestock. This is hardly surprising when all the factors 

which reduce the intensity of selection are considered. For 

instance, in dairy cattle the short average life of herds 

(Donald and £l-Itriby, 1946) and the small amount of selection 

for milk yiela even in the best herds (Rendel and Robertson, 

1950) show that intense and prolonged selection awaits a proper 

trial. But even if Inbreeding and crossing are desirable, 

selection during this process is still desirable. The results 

of the present experiment suggest that a hidden improvement may 

be made by selection when a character is regressing owin0 to 

inbreeding and that on crossing this improvement rill become 

manifest. In addition calculations on the methods for improving 

size in the mouse have shown that changes in the structure of thf 

breeding population ana the uee of a selection index could

a not inconsideraole g*in in efficiency. These methods can 

likewise/
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likewise be expected to hasten the improvement of farm animals.

Finally, the experiment described, in this thesis 

provides evidence, though of necessity only corroborative, on 

the validity of the methods employed by Lush and his school in 

that these methods provided a satisfactory interpretation of the 

experimental results. With the accumulation of similar 

evidence from ether experiments some faith may therefore be 

vested in breeding plans based, on these methods.
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iflMIABY

1. The importance c? a knowledge of size inheritance 

for un uuuart.tantiln,, G;L the evolutionary toodaucy for aiae to 

increase and of the improvement o: fc-rm txniau*!.* is pointed cut. 

The literature on siae inheritance it reviewed I'or both 

laboratory and. farm animals. Methods of measuring sources of 

variation are examined and the unexploitea method of selection 

is diseusaed. The results of such analyses of variation in 

farm anim&ls are shcFn to be important in determining the 

appropriate method of improvement.

2» The present experiment was designed to investigate 

by a study of size inheritance the causes of a declining 

response to selection and the attainment of a selection limit
i

which from a survey of lon^-term selection experiments appears 

to be a universal phenomenon. The two categories of explanation 

offered for this phenomenon are either a loss of genetic 

variance or the existence of a physiological barrier to further 

improvement. The first explanation was tested by crosr-dn^ two 

lines of mice long-selected for size. One line, selectee; by 

Goodale,was found to be at a selection limit, with most of the 

remaining genetic variance being apparently non-additivej the 

other, selected by MacArthur, showed a small response to 

selection, heritability being estimated at 10*. The crossing of 

these two lines created new genetic variance and iines selected for 

large and email size showed a renenea response to selection,

heritaoility/
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3. The conclusion is dra^n that tne loss of genetic 

variance was responsible for tne declining, response to 

selection and the selection limit i'cuno in the- parent Ilnee. 

The possibilities of a physiological larrifir end cf opposing 

natural selection when the physiological barrier iy approacned 

are examined and discounted. From tne data available it is 

not possible to decide tne roiative importance of inbreeding and 

selection in causing, a losa of genetic variance.

4. It was found that it was easier to decrease the size 

of cross-bred mice by selection than to increase it. This 

difference is attributed to inbreeding depression ana it is 

shown that the observed inbreeding depression found on 

inbreeding the cross-bred mice rithcut selection could account 

Cor this difference.

5. An anomalous result was found in the first few 

generations of selection in the cross-bred mice. Tne rapid 

response to selection expected in the F^ as a result of 

segregation in the Y'2 did nc-t occur until the next generation. 

tfo genetic raechanism could be found which coulu ^ive an »deqaate 

explanation of this result.

£,. Correlated responses to selection for 6-i»eek weight 

were found in 3-*eek weight and tail length at 6-weeks. Tail 

length/
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Length ie calculated to have a genetic correlation of 0,23 and 

on environmental correlation of 0,63 *lth o-i»eek weight. No 

correlated responses in the si2© of the i'irst litter were

?  The frequency of colour genes in the cross-bred mice 

showed no pronounced changes and it was discovered that the 

coloutr genes brown, b_, and leaden. In, (mistakenly called 

ailute by MacArthur) apparently ciio. not have their reported 

pleiotropic action on size in this stock.

8. Various types of selection are considered for the 

purpose of obtaining the required maximum divergence in 6-week 

weight per unit of tiiue between lines selected for large and 

small size. With a small population size (8 matin^s) it is 

found that selection within litters minimises inbreeaing and so 

is most suitable. It is also found that only one litter should 

be raised from each mating.

9. The best methoa for the improvement of 6-week weight 

in the cross-bred line is investigated and it is recommended

that :-

(a) Selection should be made on gain from 3-6 we-:,ks.

(o) Two litters should be raised from each mating.

(c) If possible, the number of ratings should je
increased froa 3 to 16 anu mass selection adopted.

If all these recommendations were carried out the predicted 

improvement in the increase of size per unit of tijic is 35*.

10. /
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10. The importance of the present experiment is 

discussed in relation to animal breeding. The limitations 

of heritabiiity estimates as a means of predicting future 

progress by selection are pointed out. A;: analogy is 

drawn with the declining response to selection which Might oe 

encountered, in breeds of farm animals. Cross-breeding and 

selection are buggestea &b a means of improvement which, 

although oi considerable antiquity, could by due attention to 

the genetical principles involved give far greater improvements 

in the future.
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CHOICE OF AN ADEQUATE SCALE

The first step in the analysis of quantitative 

variability is the choice of a scale which will make genetic 

and environmental factors as nearly additive as possible. 

This is done in an attempt to odniaiise interactions between 

genotype and environment or between loci. If the scale does 

not minimise these interactions it cannot be considered adequatel 

for a biometrical analysis.

Mather (1949) has pointed cut that the choice of an 

appropriate scale for a genetical analysis must be arrived at 

empirically. Even when, as in some data on size, there is 

some a priori reason to suppose that a logarithmic transfor 

mation is needed i4 is necessary to check this assumption. 

This point is well brought out by work on the size (weight per 

locule) of tomatoes by Powers (1950) who found that although 

in many varieties a logarithmic scale was better than an arith 

metic scale this was not true for all varieties or for the same 

variety in different years. It is therefore necessary to 

attempt to find empirically the best scale for the data on hand. 

This may be attempted in various ways.

Mather (1949) bases hia scaling tests on the relation 

between the means of parent lines, F-p ?2 and backcrosses. *ith 

many genes having additive effects it is expected that the means 

will have the following values.
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4 (Pi

These tests can be quite sensitive with certain material out in 

the present experiment the means of parents, F^ and F^ are all 

quite close and the variance between generation means is so 

great that this method could not detect gross departures 

from adciitiveness.

A suitaole scale should also make the frequency 

distribution of weight normal unless there are a few major 

factors regregating and causing shewness. The frequency 

distribution of weights for GML animals is shown in Fig. 8, 

and it appears to be normal. The detection of departures 

from normality require large numbers (See Section VI) and 

when major factors are a real possibility the criterion of 

normality does not help and it is therefore necessary to use 

other methods of scaling.

Systematic changes of variance when the mean measurement 

changes indicate that re-scalint, is needed. MacArthur (1944) 

found that selection for large size in mice increased the 

variance measured in gm2 and selection for small size decreased 

it so that an arithmetic scale was clearly not adequate over his 

range of size. Coefficients of variation, on the other hand, 

remained approximately constant showing that a logarithmic 

scale gave a better fit. This was in agreement with the early 

 Bsults of selection which were approximately equal on a 

logarithmic/
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logarithmic scale.

Complete reliance cannot, however, be placed on the 

magnitude of variances in determining the most appropriate 

scale. The continual selection of extreme individuals may 

result in the production of animals especially sensitive to 

environmental agencies and so showing an increased variance. 

This mechanism could explain why MacArthur using a logarithmic scale 

found no decrease in total variability despite a loss of 

genetic variability. While this mechanism may or may not 

operate, different stocks of mice have different variances at 

approximately the same mean. Table XHT shows the intra-litter 

variances for the GL, ML, GML and QMS lines and their overall 

means. The probable amount of genetic variance decreases in 

the order GML and CMS, ML and GL and if all lines reacted equally 

to the common environment of the laboratory the environmental 

variance should ba the game for each} so, assuming adciltiveness, 

the phenotypic variance of the lines should also decrease in 

the same order. In fact, the observed order is almcBt the 

reverse of this, the line which is expected to nave the smallest 

phenotypic variance having the largest. Examination of the 

means shows that no rational transformation could place these 

variances in the correct order, thus indicating that there are 

real differences in reactivity to the same environment. If 

this is so, little reliance can be placed on variance in 

determining the appropriate scale.

There is another method of arriving at an adequate 

scale which depends on a suitable transformation making a

tiven/
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given genetic or environmental difference constant ever all 

parts of the scale. This criterion of scaling was recognised 

by Zeleny (1920) who found a suitable scale for facet number in 

Bar-eyed Drosophila by measuring; the effect of different strains 

and temperatures on facet number and then making these 

differences uniform by the use of ttfactori&l units". Since the 

experimental results are based on means and net variances the 

method is quite sensitive. The major objection to this method 

is that it is* merely a transformation of the scale to msjfee 

one effect additive - a very valid objection but one which aiay 

be i&et by the use of several genetic or environmental effects 

and seeing if they agree,

In determining the appropriate scale for 6-week weight 

of the mouse use may be ia&de of the sex difference in mean 

weight. If the arithmetic scale is suitable the difference in 

mean weight of males and females should be constant irrespective 

of the mean but, if, on the other hand, a geometric scale is 

better the difference between the means of the logarithms of 

weights should be constant. The computation of these means is 

unnecessary as it is shown later that a very good approximation 

is made by comparing the differences in the lo^s of the mean 

weights. Table TV shows the sex difference on these two scales 

for several lines of mice including in addition to the lines 

used previously, three inbred lines and a line selected for 

small size. On the arithmetic scale the sex aifference decrease* 

fairly regularly with mean size. The fit en the geometric scale 

is clearly better; with the one exception of llacArthur's Larje

Line/



Line the agreement is good and there is no remaining trend for 

the difference to decrease with the mean. This use of the sex 

difference in determining scale is open to the criticism that, 

depending on the importance of sex-linked genes, the sex 

difference which is measured is not the same for all lines. 

Since the differential segments of the sex chromosomes are only 

a very small fraction of the total chromosome material in the 

mouse this criticism would not seem to be important but in 

view of the aberrant sex difference observed in BUacArthur f s 

Large Line, the use of a known single gene difference would be 

preferable.

The &ene pygmy (Appendix II) seems very suitable for 

this purpose since when homoaygous it reduces size to rather 

less than half the size of normals. Moreover, investigation 

of the endocrine organs of pygmy homozygotes has revealed no 

abnormalities suggesting thcit the size difference is produced 

in the same way as it is by minor tjize genes. If this is so 

this major siae gene should act on the same scale as these 

minor genes which we are trying to fit a scale to. Table XVI 

shows the mean weights of pygmies and normals in the line 

selected for small size where the mutation was found and after 

three generations of back-crossing to the cross-bred line. The 

means given are based on about ten pygmies of each sex and in 

each stock and on <t largernumber 01 normal litter-mates. 

Comparison of the difference in mean weight between normals and 

pygmies on an arithmetic and a logarithmic scale shows that the

latter/
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latter again gives the better agreement.

All the available evidence from several stocks of mice 

and covering a wide rang© of size agrees in showing that a 

logarithmic scale is appropriate for the analysis of weight 

measurement;?. If the logarithmic transformation is the correct 

ono the distribution of the logs of weights will be normal 

«xc«pt for the effects of any major factors. Assuming normality 

on this transformed scale the parameters of this distribution 

can be calculated from those of the distribution on the 

original scale. Ibere v represents the variable and c its 

coefficient of variation both measured on the original scale, *

Logarithmic mean = loge v = loge v - J loge (l +c )
2 

Variance on log scale * 6 log = loge (i + c^J
* *-,

Form index y. = c (3 + c*)

The second relationship leads to s. commonly used test for a 

logarithmic scale. If the logarithmic scale is &aequ..te, the

variance 6\og v shou^ be constant irrespective of the mean

o
and this will be so if c*, the coefficient of variation is

constant. The formula for the form index /, shows that if 

c ie small the skewness on the original scale is negligible. 

For the 6-*eek weight of the incuse c is of the order of l?% 

and consequently it is possible to work in grains with little

loss/

£anations «iven by Professor Sewall Frijit during lectures 
in the University of Edinburgh, 19^9-50.
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loss of precision eit er in the determination of the mean or 

variance,or through skswness. For the analysis of size 

differences within a stock the use of an arithmetic scale is thus 

permissible but when crosses are made between two stocks 

differing greatly in mean weight, the t^ometric mean must be 

used for the mid-parent point since this will be overestimated 

on an arithmetic scale. Similarly, when measuring progress 

due to selection for weight the use of a geometric scale- is 

desirable once the change in size o<scoiaes an appreciable 

fraction of the mean. For the range of size described in 

this thesis a transformation to the correct logarithmic 

scale i3 however unnecessary.



APPENDIX II

PYGMY, A DWARFING GENE IN THE HOUSE MOUSE,

The following account of a single-factor size difference 
in the mouse takes the form of a paper accepted 
for publication by the Journal of Heredity.



PYGMY. A DWARFING G_F^_E_jIj_THE 

HOUSE MOUSE

In the course of his selection cf mice for small size 

IlaeArthur" noticed that certain Dialings produced a proportion 

of undersized animals or "runts". These individuals were 

noticeably smaller than their normal sibs at 12 days ana their 

growth was so retarded that, at 60 aays, they were less then 

half the weight of normals and seldom weighed more than 9 gift.

In 1948, Professor MacArthur kindly sent Dr. Falconer 

of this laboratory some of his selected small mice to form the 

basis of another "small" stock. In addition, mice of the 

highly inbred C57 (black) and Strong-A strains were used as 

foundation animals. Two mating.:?- in the third generation of 

selection for small size produced a few animals distinctly 

smaller than their litter-mates and agreeing with the description 

of "recessive-like runts". The present author is indebted to 

Professor MacArthur for permission to investigate thia 

condition further.

ItecArthur's suggestion that these "runts" were produced 

by a recessive gene has been vindicated. The homozy^ote, the 

"runt", is sterile, but matings between heterozygotes have 

produced the expected proportion of "runts". Further, the 

condition c.-^n be recovered after outcrossint, to various other 

Stocks. Having estnolished that these "runts" were produced 

by a mutant gene it seemed desirable to give the gene a 

definitive name, and to reserve the name "runt" for cases of 

undersized animals due to unknown causes. The- c-^me "py b-my",

symbol/
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symbol p£, is proposed.

Thiu is the third hereditary dwarfism to be reported
 5

ia the nouse mouse. S.;ell ' reported a form which aubsequently 

proveu. to be due to an anterior pituitary deficiency aaci, more 

recently, Strong^ haa described the occurrence of a hereditary 

dwarfisia in the descendants of mice treated for Many generations 

witn metnylehoianthren^, a carcinogonetic agent.

Genetics.

Those matings in the Small stock which have produced 

pygmies have given a total of 331 normals to 105 pygmies when 

scored at 21 days. To ceat the goodness of fit to a 3:1 ratio 

a correction must be made for the bias introduced by the 

automatic exclusion of matings between heterozygotes which, 

by the chances of sampling, produced no pygmies. The average 

number of progeny per mating is 15.6 so tha.t ^n approximate

correction can be made by using
1

* (1- (3AJ15.6)

*\

as the. expected proportion of pygmies, and then usim; a ^ test.

Norcaal Py.cmy Total
Obeervea " 331 105 ^36
Expected 325. S 110.2
Deviation 5.2 5.2

*

X2(l) = 0.33 f >0.5

The deficiency of pygmies, though not statistically 

significant, is probably real as some animals diagnosed as 

pygmies at 12 days died before 21 days, when all were finally

scored. No estimate of the viability can yet b« made because 

the/



the data are too meagre. It seems th-t deaths are due more to 

the inability to compete with their much larger litter-mates 

than to any inherent r.-eakness.

Het^rossygotes from the Small stock were outcrossed 

to stocks of large mice and also to various inbred lines. 

Intercrosses were set up from the progeny of these raatings and 

some produced pygmies which segregated in & clear cut manner* 

These intercrosses have produced a total of 2';i normals to 

76 pygmies. The expectation is corrected as before for the 

average number of progeny per mating.

Normal Pygmy Total
Observed 251 76 321
Expected 2^3.0 3-4.0
Deviation 3,0 3.0

= 1.03 P>OO

There is no indication that the recognition of 

pygmies is dependent on the genetic milieu of the Snail stock. 

Whan the t^o sets of deta given above are compared in a 2 x 2 

contingency table they give a % for 1 a.f. of only 0.07 (P>0.7)

The gene pygmy (pg) has been tested for identity with 

Snell'ft dwarf ism (dw). Through the kindness cf Professor T. 

K«iap a male heterozygous for Snell's dwarf ism was obtained. 

This male (genotype +dw) was mated to two females both proven 

heterozygous pygmy d;* no type +p£). These two matin^s prcauced 

16 and 20 progeny respectively, none of which was noticeably 

smaller than its aibs. Since, if the two c«"«s were identical, 

the prooability of obtaining no homozygote in a progeny of 36 

is/
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 a/ 
is only (3Ar or 0.000032, It raust be concluded that the two

genes are not identics.1.

It haa not been possible to test pyyay for ideutity 

with Strong's hereditary ciwarfisau Piieno typically, however, the 

two conditions see/a quite distinct since Strong reports that 

two of his dwarfs were mates together and produced two litters, 

whereas pygmies are sterile in both sexes.

Description

The growth pattern oi pygmies differs considerably 

from that of Snell's dwarfh. The latter cannot be distinguished 

with any certainty before 12 days, although Francis^ could

 

trace the retardation in growth back to 4- days. Pypd.es on the 

other hand are markedly smaller th'-m normals at birth. Their 

identification at this age, however, is not certain as the 

birth weights of pygmies and normals overlap.

By about 4 aayti the pinna oi the ear has become 

free and has flattened out. At Uiis a^e the relatively asi&ller 

size of the pinna in pygmies provides an additional and more 

reliable criterion for classification. By 12 days the difference 

in ear size is pronounced and classification on this basis is

easy and certain (Fitf. !) 

The grorbh of pygmies follows a very .similar course 

to that of normals, though at & much reducea rate (Fig.2). A 

noteworthy feature is the negligible increase in th«j average 

weight of pygmies from 12 to 21 days. This stationary period

can probably be ascribed to the intensity of competition with 

normals/
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normals for milk. Daily weighings of individual pygmies in 

litters which were progressively reduced in size to give them 

more mil* snowed a steady increase in weight over t-his period. 

This is unlike the definite loss in weight shown by Snell's 

dwarfs in the period 17 to 25 days wnicn ^oettiger ana Osoorn 

found to be independent of the nutritional status.

The adult pygmy differs in proportions as well as
t

size from a normal mouse (Fig.!). Relative to the body length,

the ears are snort, th« feet rather short and the tail lon^,

/  
as reported by MacArthur and Chiasson. The coat appears to

be as long as that of normals and so appears relatively longer. 

It is kept well groomed 30 that the general appearance is that 

of a sleek, streamlined aniiiai. Quite unllite Snell's dwarfs, 

adult pygmies are at least as active =-;3 normals. Aided by their

SBall teeth, they ouite often demonstrate their activity by
I
enlarging the ventilation Holes of the elumioium ca,^,es in which

tney are kept, and so escaping.

Both sexes have so far provea to oe sterile, but the 

cause of the sterility is not known. In the male, the testes 

are small and do not always descend into the scrotum. Most 

males develop priapism, usually by the age of 6 weeks. The 

priapism does not seem to be correlated rith the descent of the 

testes. A few males have baen obtained with descended testes 

and without priapism, but their sexual activity nas not ceen 

Observed to pass the stare of interest in oectral females.
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Fyg»y females have open vaginae, often shoeing 

traces of blood. The uterus and ovaries are siaall, but the 

latter contain ripening follicles. There is evidence cf an 

irregular oestrous cycle. A normal male, known to be fertile, 

has copulated *ith several large py^my femalaa ana produced 

vaginal plugs, but ac-i*o of the pygmy females shewed any signs 

of pregnancy .

Further experiments are being raade with the object 

of finding the physiological basits for the dwarfing and 

sterility of py^ay ho.nozygotes.
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Summary

1. Undersized animals segregated, in a stock of mice derived 

from MacArtfrur's selected GPat.ll mice. Theso "runts", in 

Mac Arthur ', -,; terminology , are produced by a raeessive gene which 

has been givoa the name pytgay, symbol pg> to preserve the usual 

sense of the vord "iiuitn .

2. The gene pygmy in rjot allelomorphic with Shell's anterior 

pituitary d^/arfisaa.

3. Pygmies differ phono typically from Strong's hereditary 

dwarf ina.

/.,. The growth and adult features of pygaies are described.
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Results of Selection in Goodale's Large Line.
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Fig. l(a)

Kc)

Weighted sex means of 6-week weight in successive 
generations. The short vertical lines extend one 
standard, error above and below the s4ean.

?;eighted sex means of 6-week weight corrected for 

12-day weight.

Selection differentials (weighted according to 
number of offspring) applied in producing each 

generation.
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31 \-
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Fig.2.

Results of Selection in MacArth^r's Large Line.

GENERATIONS

Fig. 2(a)

2(b)

2(c)

Weighted sex means of 6-week weight in successive 
generations. The short vertical lines extend one 
standard error above a.nd belos. the mean.

Weighted sex meant' of 6-%eek weight corrected for 
12-day weight.

Selection differentials (weightea according to 
number of offspring) appliea in proaucin^ each 
generation.
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Results of Selection of Gross-pred Mice.
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contemporary p&rent lines ,. L o shov.n for the first 
generation.

Selection differentials (weighted, according to 
number of offspring) applied in producing each 
generation.
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Diver£-enc£ in .S.lse in the Cross-bred lines.
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Selection differentiate* in the lar^e and 
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Differences in Confo^jaatioii of the

A photograph of adult male,* (deud) to shew the different 
conformation of the parent lines and. that of the cross-bred 
mine. On the laft a MacArthur's L-rge Line male, showin0 
the fatness ard relative shortness of the till in this line; 
on the right «. Gooddle f g Large Line male, rnich is rauch 
thinker and has a longer tail} in the centre a cross-ored 
male with H conformation intermediate b-tween that of the 
parent-line^.
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Fie.6.

ia the Cross-breci Mice.
Selection i_or c-y.eek freight
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Fig. 6(a)

6(b)

The changes in mean 3-week weight procucea 
selection for 6-week weight.

The changes in mean tail length produced by 
selection for 6-week weight.
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Fig. 7(a.) 2i&c.'f. nTjni't ••: r oi' lining yoanr in the first liu.ci'3 01
^ 1 ^ ii'-tr,-;-? Line.

7(b) Mear; number of livl;i.v * oun.; in the first litter? of 
Mac A r t hur ' y Lt; rge Lirxe .

7(c) Mean number of living youn^ in the first litters of 
cross-bred mice.
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241 f&aales from tha GSfiL line. T:ie obsorred weights in 
seven generations are pooled by raeasuring them as deviations 
from the generation mean.
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Fig:. 9

Previous Selection of the_j^

Goodale's Large Line.

Z t 6 t 10 /I 11- /6 II ZO II 24 26 Zg
Chronological Groups

The upper line shows the mean 6G-cuiv v.eight of males, the . 
lower line the mean 60-day weight of females. Males are arrangec
chronologically in groups of 500 and females grouped correspondingly, 
The number of generations is approximately the same as the number 
of groups. (Fig.l of Goociale,

]UlacArt.hur'g Large Line.
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Ge rvc rotiotve
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The upper ^ines (L <J and L 5) show the mean 60-day v eight of 
pities and females selected for large size. The iow-er lines 
(S ^ ana S 5) chov; the results of selection for r.n;- 1 '- • '"- 
r^u-.l of Mac Arthur, 1949).
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TABLE!.

Analysis of Variance of 6-week Weight for Good&le'g Large
Line.

Females

Source of variation

Within generations - 
Between litters

Within litters

D.F.

61

140

S.S.

1243.37

890.92

M.S.

20.39

6.36

M.S. is an 
estimate of

62 + 2.99t5?L

62

I n tra 
il tter
corr.

0.42

Males

Source of variation

Within generations - 
Between litters

Within litters

D.F.

61 

160

S.S.

2982.05 

U96.03

M.S.

43.39

9.35

M.S. is an
estimate of

62 + 3.2B62T
Lt 

&

Intra- 
litter
corr.

0.56
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TASLEII

Analysis of Variance of 6-week Weight for MacArthur's Large
Line.

Females

Source of variation

Between generation 
means
Regression 
Deviations from
regression

Within generations,

Between litters 
Within litters

D,F.

7
1

6

55
177

S.S.

362.45
207.30

155.15

1359.50 
590.33

M.S.

207.30

25.86

24.72 
3.34

U.S. is an 
estimate of

62 4- 4.2862L 
(5 2

Intra- 
litter
corr.

0.60
(

Hales

Test for significance of regression -

F st 207.30 = 8.02 P < 0.05 
25.86

Source of variation

Between generation
means

Regression
Deviations from
regression

Within generations,
Between litters
Within litters

D.F.

7
1

6

53
177

S.S.

543.39
175.97

367.42

2564.90
600.96

M.S.

—
175.97

61.24

48.39
3.40

M.S. is an
estimate of

<52 + 4.40<52
T o

* :

Intr.u-
litter

0.75

L_ . _ j

Test for significance of regression -

F = 17?'%7 = 2 ' 37 p ^ 
r 61.24
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TABLEIII

Analysis of Variance of 6-week Feight by Generations for
Cross-bred. Lines.

Generation Femalec

Between
litters

D.F,

U»Q! _j
GHL 1

2
3
*
5
6
7

1L.

7
9
10
7
8
7
7

ii5 . 3 .

16.44

18.51
38.84
12.82
7.54

12.86
10.18
13.30

Total GML 55

QMS 1 7
1 ^

1
4
5
6
7

8
10
6
8

16.92

11.44
6.S2

30.56
10.40
11.52

8 |15.91
?

Total QMS 54

17.00

15.57

Within
litters

i/.F.
63 \

29
21
32
24
26
21
20

173

33
24
29
13
22
24
23

168

M.S.
2.51

2.62
3.18
2.84
5.63
5.00
2.59
4.30

3.69

1.76
1.97
1.34
4.10
2.84
4.0?
3.04 '

Ll&les

Between
litters

D.F.
16

7
9
10
7
6
7
7

53

7
8

10
7
8
8
7

M.c).
34.98

28.20
9.77

45.47
28.43
8.21
10.91
36.56

25.18

21.49
13.69
28.69
53.31

Within
litters

D.F.
57

32
32
32
20
16
24
23

179

30
27
28
23

11.79 24
15.48 ! 25
11.78 16

2.. 54 J 55 j 22.32 j 173

M.S.
4.27

6.67
5.52
2.89
6.98

11.61
3.86
5.25

5.71

4.27
5.29
4.24
6.39
5.12
3.98
3.67

4.73

GBT

QMS

females
males
females
males

Components of
«#riano &

62 *\

3.69
5.71
2.54
4.73

3.15
4.40
3.13
4.19

Intra-
litter
corr.

0.46
0.44
0.55
0.47

* Calculated within reciprocal crosses.
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TABLE

Average Inbreeding Coefficient (jf) of Mice in each
generation.

(These are calculated relative to the first generations in 
this laboratory where only sioships were known.)

Gocdale 1 s Large Line

Generation

GL 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

GLS 1
2
3
4

F
%

0
0
2.5
5.8
8.6

12.3
13.7
16.1
19. 4

10.7
12.8
15.7
17.2

>

No. of
parents

10
12
10
Uu
16
12
U
16

10
16
12
16

T *t

MacArthur f s Large Line

B
Generation

ML 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S

MLS 1
2
3
4

%
> '«•!•• ————— •' Ill-l"

0
6.2
7.4
7.8

13.2
14.3
18.0
23.3

13.1
14.6
16.9
19.2

i

No. of
parents

"i '

12
12
6

10 *
14
15
12
6

16
12
18
4

* Includes five also used in 
the previous generation.

Cross-bred mice

Generation

GM0
GEL 1

2
3
4
5
6
7

_ — _ ———— j

F 
%

0
0
0

0.3
2.5
3.7
5.4
7.5

No. of
parents

32
16
20
22
16
18
16
16

,..„. J 1

Generation

GMS 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

F 
%

0
0
0.6
2.4
4.1
5.7
7./.

No. of 
parents

12
18'%<»)
<£.

16
16
IB
16



TABLE V

Re suits 
of 

Selection 
in Goodale's Large Line 

(all aieasureiaents 
in 

g 
a) 

Selection 
for 

large 
size.

Generation 
GL

Females | Mean 6-week wt. 
• Number

Males 
Mean 

6-week 
v*t.

| 
] Number

! 
i

!Weighted mean of 
sexes

!WeiF7;hted mean 
corrected 

j for 12-day 
weight

1 Standard error 
of 

sean
j Selection differential
i

*i

23.82 
20

29.11 
30

26.53

27.5?

0.52
-

227.47 
46

32.46 
34

29.43

29.31

0.35
2.06

324.71 
31

27-96 
30

26.. 37

27.60

0.37
1.50

426.11 
31

31-54 
29

'.Jx 
"7 7 

»-- - • • / ?

27.74

0.51
1.99

527.97
18

32.34 
36

30.40

29.39

0.3:5
2.31

o25.60 
24

30.20 
17

27.87

28.39

0.57
1.02

727.17 
9

30.78 
14

23.90

2B.-U

0.69
1.30

827.51 
IB

31.13
24

29.28

27.78

0.63
1.03

926.01 
13

2-^.05
26

27.36

23.33
0.63
0.12

Total

26.24 
210

30.57 
2?0

23.40

——

—
—
—
—
—
—
 . —
—
—
—
 __j

H
|b) 

Selection 
for 

small

| G
eneration 

GLS

JFem
ales

1iM
ales

iW
eighted

M
ean 6--*eek «?t. 

N
um

ber
M

ean 6-v.eek w
t. 

N
uraoer

m
ean of sexts

j^eightea m
ean corrected 

ifor 12-d&
7 w

eight
iStanaara
iSeloctio,

errors of m
ean

-\ d
ifferen

tial

124.21 
16

29.56 
14

26.80

27.04
0.33
2.23

224-02 
30

23.60 
26

'"} •' 
''in 

2
o

.^
/

26. '90
0.39
0.14

324.73 
19

29 . 21
IS

26.95

27.74
O.A9
2.26

424.04 
19

26.41 
22

25.22

25.33
0.51
1.12

T
otal 

1
f\ 

i 
f-\ ^

 
£

L
,»

fL
£

.

84
28.30 

^0
26.26_—



TABLE V
I

Results of Selection in MacArthur's Lar-^e Line 
(all metis ureinents in ^ra.us).

a) 
Selection 

for large 
siae.

•
cv 
t>rH

Generation 
ML

Females

Males

iagean 6-week 
*t,. 

dumber

Mean 6- week 
$t. 

lumber

1*58 
'

29.40 
47

.

Weighted mean of 
sexes 

j 
27.61

—
—
 : —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
 1 —
—
—
—
—

Weighted mean 
corrected, 

for 12-day 
weight

Standard 
error of mean

Selection
differential

27.29
0.30

**_

.< j » v
O

47

27.99
62

26.49

23.27

0.24

1.24

318 *

30.24

28.44

28.21

0.37

2.00

4^*7 
f c 

«- ? . •-<,;
24

29.28
°4

23.51

27.03
0.43

1.84

5"25"

29. B2 
23

27. B4

27.34

6 
7

?7 . 36 
"*' - . 16 

,?9 
18

31.11 
33.30 

27 
21

29.48 
31.23

29.42 I 30.29
0.47 

0.41 • 
0.48

1.44
1.45 

0.95

821"'

28.41
—• *'

23.13

23.17
0.65

0.78

Total
25.57 
240

29.60 
238
28.09

_

1i 
-

b) 
Selection for smalt 

size.

Generation 
MLS

Females

Males

Mean 6-we-ek wt.

126.10 
38

Mean 6-week wt. 
j 
29-14 

Number 
31

Weigh tea 
mean of 

sexes 
27.62

Weighted mean corrected 
for 12-day 

weight 
27.62

Standard error of mean 
0.37

Selection
differential 

1.17

227.23 
IB

29.73 
13

23.56

28.16
0.40
1.34

326. A3 
29

30.31
33
28.37

2^.63

425.66 
5

26.50 
3

26.41

26.17
0.4l 

0.66
0.25

2.57

Total

26.41 
90
29.62 
30
28.01

--



TABLE VII

Analysis 
of 

variance 
of 

6-week weight of GMQ mice 
(Reciprocal 

cresses 
analysed 

separately)

( 
Female

/ • 
Offspring

GL 
female* 

(

X 
i 

Male

MI* males 
( 

Offspring

( 
Female

\( 
Offspring

ML 
females 

(( 
x 

/, 
So. 

e
GL males 

( 
Offspring

Sources 
of

Variation

Sires
Litters

Individuals

Sires

Litters
Individuals

JD.F.

44324423

*;

s.s.
46.96

M.S.

11.74
/\ i\ ^r

60.45 
\ 
15.11

65.32
. 

~. 
-j

178.24
142.99
129.49

2.04

44.56
35.75
5.63

M.S. 
in an

Estimate of

62+ 4
.
4
5
^
+
 7.9S62 0

.•* 
. 
^
 

^
_
 

Vw*

^-\

62+ 3.464%..+ 6.29b2o
^ 

Lt 
O

<j2

Components 
of

variance

^
 ̂
^

^2L = 2.94
(j2 

— p ny

«2S = 1-A2
02L - 8.71
62 

= 
5.63

Intra-
lit ter
Corr.

0.59

0.61

Sires

Litters
Individuals

Sires
Litters

Individuals

53315334

85.56

70.02
93.09

123.38
109.56

114.00

17.11

23.34
3.00

25. 7B
36.52

3.35

<J2* 4.3362L> b .4762s
6*^*- 4.3%2
6262+ 4.7102 + 7.000?

••j 
D

6*^" 4 * 71o2»

62

$2g = - 0.96

o 2jQ = 4.64
62 

= 3.00

o2g = -1.53
62L = 6.85

62 
= 3.35

0*61

0.67

** 
Significant 

at 1% level 
of 

probability 

*** 
Significant at 0.1^ level of probability,



TABLE V
III

R
esults of S

electio
n
 in

 C
ross-biM

-d L
iaec 

(till

a) 
S

electio
n fo

r 
JKTge 

size.

G
eneration

[Fem
ales M

ean 6-w
eek w

t. 
Ilum

ber 
T

;M
dIet> 

M
etiij. £>— TieeiL ™

t. 
! 

N
um

ber

OM
o

26.57 
31

31.77 
75 

!

GML/1 
^ 

3
27.^6 

27.94 
27.53

T? 
5 

31 
A

3
QT 

^^ 
-i-; 

c/ 
^/ 

n
i

^
-"

-.^
'' 

V
^
 • y*4- 

^
*
*
»
v
-«

.

! 
40 

42 
43

W
eighted rae^ of sexes 

:| 
29.14 

1 
29-32 

30.75 
30.73

oieabur^entP
 
in

 n-a*
3 )

4 
5 

< -
J27.B

5 
28.65 

30.14

33*20 ; 31. 79 
34.. 09

23 
'• 

23 
32

30.53 ' 30.4V
 

32.13
jSt*nciarc error of m

ean 
" 

0.20 
i 

0.29 
0.33 

0.28 
0.39 ' 

0.29 
0.30

S
election d

ifferen
tial

2.08 
1.95 

1.97 
1.70 

1.33 
2,39

i

b) 
S

electiou 
to

r 
sm

all 
size.

G
eneration

Fem
ales M

ean 6-^eek w
t. 

JIuiaber

^ 
• 

\
/ 

j 
5 

t^.- 
j 

j 
-~j

.... 
... i ... 

. ... .
\ —

 _._ —
 , —

—
 , —

 -_- —
 ̂,.| 

—
 . —

—
 r^ 

___T_ —
 . —

—
 __ —

—
—

 
! 

26.41 
•• 

27.43 1 24.94 
24.5'^ 

| 24*^9 • 24» 67 
41 

; 
33 

i 
40 

2G 
31 

I 
33

JM
ales 

M
ean 

6-w
eefc w

t. 
i 

32.02 
33-25 I 

^8.3 
N

um
ber 

il 
32 

__36 
39

W
eighted m*.-.n of 

sexeg 
j 

29-16 
30.36 

26.6>>

Standard 
erro

r of m
ean 

'.'• 
0.23 

0.24 
0.31

S
election d

ifferen
tial 

2.59 
1.47 

1-63 4 
^5o7 29.62 i 23.-S3
31 

33 
; 

34
26.0 > 

27.24 i 26.75

' 
0.3^ 

0.33 
0.24

i
^--: 

"« 
-^i-r 

"» 
o

c
 

• A.-C 
l.^

-
r
 

X
..^,'^!

i

.•

G*4L 
/ 

T
otal

30.18 
jj 

2S
./0

35.47 
; 

33.39 
31 

239
^^0.29
1,63

T
otal

23.56 
! 

25.32 
31 

2?9
28.59 

1 
29.33 

24 
235

25.99 
27.59

n 
-57 

_
, 

»-. « ^ i 
-~

! 
-t 

-
i 

1
 . 

-1



TABLE 17

Regressions of offspring on parent 
(calculated 

within generations of parent and offspring)

Variable

6-week Weight
GML line 

S offspring 
6 offspring

CMS line 
y 
offspring 

d offspring

Tail Length
GML line 

'* 
offspring 

d offspring 
QMS line 

$ offspring 
? offspring

3- week Weight
GML line; 

ail offspring 
GttS line: 

all offspring

D.F.

233 
235

131
190

233 
235 
176 
135

433 
371

Regression of 
offspring on

Dam

0.13 ± 0.07
0.23 ± 0.10

0.17 ±
 0.10 

0.20 ± 0.11

0.31 + 0.07 
0.37 ± 0.07 
0.10 ± 0.09 
0.27 

± 0.09

-0.05 ± 0.05 
0.15 ± 0.06

i_ —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
 __j

Sire

0.27 ± 0.07 
0.18 ± 0.09

o.io ± o.oa
0.01 ± 0.08

0.20 t 0.05 
0.14 ± 0.06 
0.34 ± 0.07 
0.06 ± 0.08

-0.04 ± 0.05 
0.26 ± 0.05

_..... 
<

Siean of parents

0.47 t 0.09 
0.44 ± 0.14

0.21 jh 0.11 
0.06 ± 0.12

•" —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
 .1 

inn .

0.58 * 0.08 
0.46± 0.09 
0.44 t 0.11 
0.26 ± 0.11

-0.10 ± 0.07 
0.43 ± O.OB

Correlation 
between 
parents

- 0.12
- 0.08

0.15 
0.12

• •< .I.'.. —
—
—
—
 —
—
—
 _ —

- 0.02 
0.02
0.00 
0.06

- 0.15 
- O.G1

•H



TABLE X

Heritability 
estimates 

from regression cf offspring on parents 
( Estima teg 

f'roia sale and female offspring 
combined)

6-week wt» 
GML 

line 
QMS line

Tail 
length 

GML line
GiiS line

3-week wt. 
GML line 
QMS line

Heritability 
estimated from 

regression of offspring on

( 
Dam

0.40 ± 0.16 
0.33 ± 0.16

0.68 t 0.12 
0.39 ± 0.16

-0.12 ± 0.12 
0.30 t 0.12

Sire

0.50 ± 0.16 
0.09 ± 0.12

0.35 ± 0.10
0.41 ± o.u

- 0.09 ± 0.12 
0.52 ± 0.10

Mean of 
parents.

0.45 ± 0.10 
0.11 ± 0.10

0.52 t O.OB 
0.35 ± 0.10

- 0.10 t 0.07 
0.43 t 0.03
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TABLE v

Estimated gene-frequency of colour genes in subsequent 
generations of the cross-bred lines. (Frequency as

a percentage.)

GENERATION

Non-agouti

Brown

Albino

Leaden

U-0

50

50

65

47
- - , -

GML
1234567

53

38

55

a

30 61

23 29
i

51 55

40 29
!

48 32

39 35

49 1 53 _

25 j 55

66

45

63

59

64

43

62

64

Non-agouti

Brown

Albino

Leaden
_- _______ i

Gil

50

50

65

47
1 ————— ,

GENE]

1

40

40

61

47 
.--.J

NATION

~ ? 3

53 13

53 1 69
!

56 i 53 •

47 i 71 
1 ——— t ———— '

QMS
4

15

65

54

58 •

5

25

59

54 ;

70 
i

D

21

46

56

53

7

34

41

50

79
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TABLE XII.

The weighted mean differences in 6-week weight associated 
with colour genes calculated, within litters for all

cross-bred mice.

Non-agouti

Brown

Albino

Leaden,

Wt. of Mutant Phenotype - Y»'t. of Mid- type
in ^rama -fc of aiean wt.

ppjTiri 1 fifi,

-0.05 ± 0.33

0.31 * 0.30

0.26 ± 0.2/+

0.39 ± 0.32

M.^les

0.49 t 0.43

-0.24 + 0*42

...07 ±0.31

-U30 t 0.40 
. .„ ..,., .,,_ ., .,„__, ,. „ ,

-Feaal 08

-0.13 ± 1.25

1.15 ± 1.11

0.90 ± O.B9

1.46 t 1.19

Males

1.55 ± 1.35

-0/76 t 1.33

-'.23 ± 0.98

-u.94 ±1.27
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TABLE XIII

Data for the Calculation of the Selection Index,

ff -males

» 2,666 ga2 3.175 ga2

a 2.795 w&2 4.231 nua'

* °«545 0.502

* 0.476 0.4.75

* 0.440 0.551 

Sexes Combined

* 1.703 gm2

« 0.432

» 0.439

» 0

« 0.227

The figures given in this table are based on mice of the 
GML stock and include in addition to the selection line 
some mice of this stock used for other purposes. For 
this reason these figures do not agree exactly with those 
which may be calculated from Table IV.
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TABLE XIV

Mean 6-week Tfeighta of all Lines (in order of magnitude) 
g.nd Intra-LiUer Variances.

GML nalea
GL •
QMS " 
ML «
GML females
ML »'
GL " 
QMS n

Mean
gsi.)

33.39
30.57
29.88 
^9.60 
28.40
26.57 
?6.24
25.32

. — _ —— __ — . — . ——— . _____ .

Intra-litter 
variance ( E-IB)

5.71
9.35 
4.73 
3.40 
3.69
3.3-4
6.36 
2.58

TABLE XV

Differences between Sex Means

Line

GML
QMS
GL
ML
GbA inbred.
A inbred
C57 iribrsd
Smell stock

6- week we.^ht

d mean
gm

1

33.39
29.93
30.57
29.60
20.97
19.61
j.6 . u£
13.i.;7

Q mean
gm

28.40
25.32
<:6.24
26.57
17.94
17.03
16.11)
11.39

Difference
in

gin

4.99
4.56
4.33
3.03
3.03
2,58
2.47
1.38

Iogs10

.070

.072

.066

.047

.ObS

.061
,066
,066
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TABLE XVI

Differences between Normals and Pygmies ,

Large stock - m«las

females

Small stock - siales

females

Mean 6-week r eight.

Normal

25,8

22,2

13.7

11.7

Pygmy

12.3

11.2

6.1

5.4

Difference in

gm

13.5

11.0

7.6

6.3

Iogs10

.322

.297

.351

.336
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